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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." WWW.DENNEWS.COM 
VERGE 
A haunted house brings 
thrills, chills to Charleston 
» When Scott Kelley first saw 
Ashmore Estates, he was instantly 
intrigued by the building. And that 
was even before he knew the legends 
and lore that surround the local 
institution. Kelley has opened up the 
Asylum as a haunted house that will 
be open through October 31. 
SPORTS 
Cross country gets ready 
for OVC Championship 
» The Ohio Valley Conference 
Championship is what teams have 
prepared all season long for. 
The other meets were mainly about 
practice and preparation for this meet 
20 
PODCASTS 
ONLINE 
Den news. 
com has 
completed 
20 podcast 
in 20 days 
» But they're 
still working on 
more. Head 
to the site 
to listen to 
podcasts with 
Lynn O'Brien 
and find out what it is like to be barely 
20 and have your own CD. Listen to 
listen to the complete version of sports 
All Access interview or browse our older 
podcasts and listen to interviews with 
Flogging Molly and other celebrities. 
Daylight savings time 
/ 
Fall back an hour on 
October 29 at 2 a.m. 
ELECTIONS 
GET READY TO 
VOTE 
n Days left until the November 7 
elections 
12 
n When you vote bring 
your drivers license or your voter 
registration card. 
n For more information, 
www.co.coles.il.us/coderk/ 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
FOOTBAL1 I EASTERN AT TENNESSEE-MARTIN 
JAY aAllEC I THE DAILY EASTERll llm 
Acting head coach Mark Hutson discusses the game plan with junior quarterback Cole Stinson during the Homecoming game with Murray State last 
Saturday at O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers play Saturday at Tennessee-Martin in a game between the top two teams in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Showdown at Martin 
Undefeated teams vie 
for first place Saturday 
BJ Marco Santana 
Associate sports ecfrtor 
It's beeo a long time. 
When the No. 14 Panthers play 
the No. 12 Tennesec-Manin on 
Saturday, i t will be che first time 
cwo nationally-ranked O hio Valley 
Conference teams have played since 
Oct. 12, 2002. 
In that game becween che No. 
9 ranked Panthers and No. 19 
Easrern Kentucky, che Tony Romo-
led offense cook control of che ball 
with 43 seconds left in the game. 
Romo ran die ball inco the 
end wne as time expired and the 
Panthers bear the Colonels 25-24. 
APPORTIONMENT BOARD I UB LECTURE FUNDING TABLED 
AB not 'cash cow,' 
UB funding tabled 
By Matt Hopf 
Student Government Reporter 
University Board will have ro 
present to Apportionment Board 
next week as their $35,000 lecture 
proposal was tabled ar Thursday's 
meeting. 
Melissa Schaefer, UB vice chair, 
and Kendall Patterson, lectures 
coordinator, presented the proposal 
that would bring bigger-named 
speakers to Eastern. 
While rhere was no official 
speaker list, ideas included 
"Apprentice" winner Bill Rancic, 
MTV news correspondent 
SuChin Pak and Jody Sweetin 
of "Full House" fame. Bigger-
namespeakers would be a pan of 
the Spotlighr Series. 
Another series also proposed 
is rhe Crossfire series. Ir would 
bring speakers who would have 
a debate style lecture with 
audience interaction. The series 
would cover conrroversial copies 
chat Patterson said students said 
they would like to see. 
Board member Eric Wilbur 
was concerned about the large 
amounc of money UB was asking 
for. Including the current request, 
UB has asked for about $70,000, 
which amounts to a 28.44 percent 
increase in chis year's budget, 
Wilbur said. 
» SEE FUNDING, PAGE 10 
The Panthers arc expecting a 
game just as good chis weekend. 
"Ic's going co be a dogfight," said 
wide receiver Ryan Voss. "They're a 
great team." 
The match-up will be one 
between two similar reams. 
Both teams are ranked in rhe 
Top 15 
The Panrhers (5-3, 4-0 OVC) are 
Jed by senior running back Vincent 
Webb Jr., who leads the conference 
with 131 yards per game, and 
sophomore Norris Smith. 
The Skybawks (6-1, 3-0) have 
a little Thunder and Lightning of 
their own. 
Junior Donald Chapman is third 
in the conference with 101 yards 
per game while Marcus Dawson 
H SEE SHOWDOWN, PAGE 10 
HOUSING AND DINING I EXTENDED REFURBISHMENT PLAN 
Ten Years, 
70 Million Dollars 
Campus housing, 
dining upgraded 
By Ann Beauchane 
Pounce Ontine Reporter 
Originally posted on/ine on 
10112106 - New furniture, fresh 
paint and a cleaner living space for 
residents arc a few of the upgrades 
.Eastern has provided with its 10-
year, $70 million housing plan. 
"1he master plan for Housing 
and Dining Services is a very 
comprehensive, sysrcmaric initiative 
designed to improve our facilities 
and enhance the quality of life 
issues of our on-campus srudents," 
said Dan Nadler, vice president for 
student affairs. 
Mark Hudson, director of 
Eastern's University Housing and 
Dining Services, said chere is so 
much going into this projecc that 
"it's kind of hard ro get your arms 
around it." 
The housing renovations from 
the 10-year plan have bee.n ta.king 
place for a few years now as 
residence halls are being upgraded 
and filled wirh new furniture, 
Hudson explained. 
These cover all on-campus 
living spaces, such as residence 
hall housing and food services, 
in addition to Greek court, on-
campus aparcmenr-style housing in 
» SEE 10 YEARS, PAGE 11 
---U news 
CAMPUS I STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Diversity 
deadline 
nears 
Required hours for 
senate members draw 
near, yet the mission 
remains the same 
BJ Matt Hopf 
Student Gcmrnment Reporter 
November 11 ac 4:29 p.m. 
That is the deadline for Srudenc 
Senace members co complete their 
diversity requirement. 
According to Leah Piecrasuwski, 
committee chair of diversity affairs, 
there's not a specific reason for the 
unusual deadline time. 
"Ic's jusr one of chose rimes 
people remember," she said. 
Student Senate bylaws require 
Scudenc Senate members co 
participate in at least one evenc char 
promoces diversity on campus. 
Members muse complete the 
requirement by the middle of the 
semester, which is Nov. 11. 
Attending an event promoting 
diversity will not fulfill the 
requirement. 
Srudenr Senate members need 
to assist with the evenc. 
After the event, the members 
muse fill out a form chat discusses 
the event and what they learned 
from ic. 
"So far two senators have turned 
ic in," PietraSLCWSki said. "rught 
now I know of five ochers char are 
in the process of doing one and 
writing out the paper work for 
chat." 
Any Student Senate member 
who does not fulfill che diversity 
requiremenr will receive an 
absence. 
If a Srudenc Scnace member 
receives three absences in one 
semester, he or she will be removed 
from Student Senace, according co 
che Student Senate bylaws. 
As recently as lase spring 
semester, some members of 
Student Senate have felt that the 
requirement is unnecessary. 
CAMPUS I UNIVERSITY BOARD 
RLE PHOTO I THE DAILY WTDI IEWS 
Leah Pietraszewski, the Chair of Diversity Affairs, displays the Diversity 
Requirement submission form at the Sept. 13 Student Government 
meeting. Every student senate member is required to participate in 
at least one event each year and assisting in its activities in order to 
remain a member. 
Fewer students have felt chat way 
chis semester, according to Scudenc 
Life Director Ccci Brinker. 
"Originally the diversity 
requirement was to make sure the 
Student Government ~eadership 
was in couch with all srudents," 
Brinker said. 
AJrhough there is less disconcenr 
wich the requirement, some have 
chosen not to complete it. 
"There are a few people who 
have already come up co me and 
expressed their disconcenc wich the 
whole idea of having to go our and 
do something," Piecraszewski said. 
"Bue all I can say is chat you're in 
the position for the scudents and 
you can only gee better at your 
job if you understand all of the 
different backgrounds chat you' re 
representing." 
However, there are scill some 
different views on it throughout 
the Srudent Senate. 
~rm going to do mine, but 
I don't fill ouc che paper work," 
said Shawn Ready, Srudenc Senate 
member. 
Ready said that he participated 
in six or seven events, but thinks 
the paperwork is srupid. He will 
cake che absence. 
"I chink it (the diversity 
requiremcnc) was a good idea 
and it scill is," said Jeff Melanson, 
Student Senate member. "Our 
generation doesn't really look ac 
color so much. 
"I mean some of us do, but I 
don't chink for the mosc part." 
Melanson said chat he would 
fulfill the requirement. 
While a Resident Assistant ar 
another university, Srudenc Senate 
Mcmb.er Kacherine Wlodarski said 
chat she had to fulfill a diversity 
requirement three times a semester, 
except it was called professional 
devdopmenc. 
"To me chis is pretty easy," she 
said. "lc's only one per semester." 
Friendship brings comedian to Eastern 
Friend of former 
student affairs grad 
to make appearance 
at EIU Underground 
BJ Julie Morss 
Staff Reporter 
Eric Pollock is known for both 
being a musician and a comedian. 
He docs nor prefer one over another 
in che entertainment area, since 
neither really pays the bills. 
FASTFAa5 
• Wllo: Enc Pollock 
• Wllere: 7th Street Underground 
- n.: ~9p.m. 
Quinones was friends with 
Pollock from going co school 
cogecher at Clarion University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Pollock would continue his 
education Clarion University co 
finish his graduate degree, whereas 
Quinones would transfer co 
Eastern Illinois University for his 
grad program. 
"We brought in Eric Pollock 
because be is really new and really 
funny," Clar.pool said. 
in Pollock was because he could fie 
into the budget, allowing more 
performers co come and perform 
here, she said. 
Pollock started comedy cwo 
years ago in an Erie, Pa. club. 
Pollock has had audiences 
of nearly 3,500 when he has 
performed as a musician. The 23-
year-old comedian has performed 
for both small and large groups. 
His shows tend co be more 
audience oriented than general 
stand-up jokes. 
As long as be can inceracc with 
che audience, it does noc matter 
what the size of the audience is, he 
said. 
Pollock will perform today at 9 
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PARTRENTS 
Renting for F.alt 2007 
3 Bedroom ~partments 
- New Carpet - New Furniture 
- Free Parking - Includes Trash 
Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates 
For Info Call Beck at 345-0936 
Not all pain relief 
comes in a bottle ... 
Tell your doctor 
the right choice ... 
Central Illinois Physical Therapy 
100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon 
235-1245 345-1245 
Engineenilg your retum to healtiJy living 
• <e 1' 
Gretchen Claypool, University 
Board member, first heard about 
Eric Pollock th rough Chad 
Quinon~ a former grad student 
of scu'd~t a.ffi:i:S. ' ' ' Another ~n,;m_yUB broUghc • .-M.'$ \C~ •d .. ·.r' •l p.m. m r - crccc uo ergrounu. .._ _______________________ __. 
CAMPUS I HALLOWEEN 
Rocky 
Horror 
moved 
Union viewing 
prohibits rice, toast 
throwing at new 
indoor venue 
By Megan Cruz 
Staff Reporter 
Students looking forward co 
watching "The Rocky Horror 
Picrure Show" oucside while 
bundled in warm clothing should 
consider changing their attire. 
The event was originally 
supposed co be shown in che Library 
Quad, buc due co cold weather 
che event has been moved co the 
Charlescon/Man:oon room in the 
Marrin Luther King Jr. Universiry 
Union. 
Event sponsors Universit)' Board 
and Pride encourage studencs co 
wear coscumes instead of coacs and 
swearers. 
Therewillonlybeoneshowingof 
the movie ar 8 p.m. on Saturday. 
"The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show" is a culr-classic movie 
traditionally shown around 
Halloween time. 
The 1975 film scars Tim Curry 
and Susan Sarandon. 
Studencs who are familiar 
with "The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show" probably know char ic is an 
interactive show. 
Audience members are usually 
allowed to throw rice, coasc and 
confetti, but due co the change of 
location, chis will not be allowed. 
"People will not be able co 
throw rice, they need co respect che 
space," said Sharese Shannon, UB 
graduate adviser. 
People may not like the decision, 
but hopefully people will still show 
up, said Nick Gracyalny, a junior 
history major and UB member. 
"If students show they can 
respect the space we can hopefully 
play it ac Will Rogers next year 
ac midnight like ic traditionally 
is done across the country," said 
Shannon. 
Prizes will be raffied ac chis 
event. 
Students who an:end have a 
chance to win either a copy of the 
movie or che soundtrack. 
FILE PHOTO ( THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
A student dressed as Freddie Kruger scares students in the haunted house hosted by University Board and 
the Martin Luther King, Jr., University Union last year. The haunted house was held in 7th Street Underground. 
A night of fright 
University Board transforms the 
Union into a haunted house 
By Kristina Peters 
Activities Reporter 
Closed-in spaces make for scarier haunted houses. 
This was che advice University Board received 
&om Dallas and Company, a Halloween and magic 
supply store in Champaign, for ics haunted house, che 
"Haunted Union." 
The haunted house is sponsored by UB and che 
Martin Luther King Jr. Universiry Union. 
It will be open 8 p.m. Sacurday in che 7m Streec 
Underground. 
Admission is free. 
Participants will enter from the oucside enrrance co 
7th Srreet and within about 15 minutes chey will exic 
from che Union entrance co Seventh Street. 
le will be something fun for srudencs co attend 
before they go out and will be enjoyable for community 
members, said Katie Skaggs, UB special events 
coordinator. 
To make the haunted house scarier and more 
enjoyable, UB members took a trip to Dallas and 
Company where, inside of che score, is a haunted 
house chat UB chair JC Miller said gave chem some 
good ideas. 
After hearin_g chat closed spaces make for a more 
frightening haunted house, che challenge UB faces is to 
create walls within 7th Street, she said. 
Set-up for che "Haunted Union" will begin Saturday 
morning and chalkboards and fabric will be utilized co 
create walls. 
"We're being a bit of overachievers chis year," Miller 
said. "It will be very interesting to see how it turns 
" ouc. 
UB and che union hosted a haunted house lase year 
in 7m Street Underground and plan on using some of 
che same props and chen some. 
Strobe lights and fog machines were purchased co 
make ic more unique than lase year, Skaggs said. 
Purchasing more props was che reason UB members 
visited che shop in Champaign. 
"We are trying co make it bigger and ben:er chis 
year," Skaggs said. "We are crying co make ic as scary 
as possible." 
To make che "Haunted Union" scary, there will be 
theme rooms and actors who will seek out people in an 
attempt co make chem squeal. 
Some of che theme rooms include bars, blood and 
clowns - and noc all are set ouc co scare. 
"Some of che rooms are fun," Skaggs said. 
Movies like "The Grudge" and "The Ring" will also 
be a parr of che theme rooms. 
"It's pretty much a generic haunted house," Skaggs 
said. 
Miller said chc nearly 500 people who visited che 
haunted house last year found ic both scary and fun. 
"Lase year when chey wenc through chey thought it 
was funny," she said. 
Community members also enjoyed it. 
Last year che community participated and children 
who got scared, or just had fun, loved it, Miller said. 
The accors in che haunted house will be members 
of campus organizations, including the Black Student 
Union, Epsilon Sigma Alpha and Alpha Sigma Alpha. 
The organizations will also help set up, rear down, 
hand out candy and pour hot apple cider. 
Because 500 people attended che event lase year, UB 
is looking forward co chis year's curn out. 
"We are hoping for just as much of a crowd," Miller 
said. "Ir's a good family event coo." 
Skaggs agreed and added, "Ic should really be an 
awesome turn our." 
Orchestra presents Fright Night 
Concert will feature 
halloween-themed 
music, costume contest 
and candy prizes 
By Eric Loranger 
Staff Correspondent 
annual Fright Nighc concerc at 6 our students and bring an interest 
p.m. chis Sunday. in music co che children," said 
This one-hour event will feature Conductor Richard Rossi. 
a variety of recognizable Halloween- "The Young Person's Guide to 
themed music. the Orchestra" is a particularly 
The concerc will include che challenging piece, complete with 
Benjamin Brin:en piece, "The Young call-and-response synchronization, 
Person's Guide co che Orchestra," according co Brian Yakey, a vocalist 
narrated by faculty member Jerry and music graduate student. 
Daniel and a musical presentation "The narrator highlights a 
of Dr. Suess's "Green Eggs and section of the orchesrra and they 
Ham," featuring Marilyn Joy play what he mentions," Yakey 
Spooky costumes and scary Coles, a music professor and mezzo said. 
music will fill McAfee South soprano and Courtney Alburcus, a A Halloween costume contest 
Auditorium chis weekend. soprano and music major. will be held during che concert for 
The Eastern Symphony "Ic's a very difficult concerc. (I children, followed by a costumed 
Orchestra will present ics third chose) songs tRatf. p)ild. ~e 1 parade and ochtr activities wich 
'·--··· .. - --·····-··._ .. _ ........ -~ =-==--· t ruo1. '>~ , , , 
candy prizes. 
"!e's alwayssuchafun Halloween 
tradition for che kids. 
"The whole show is really geared 
cowards (chem)," Coles said. 
The contest is a memorable pare 
of the nighc, according co Yakey. 
"Lase year, one girl dressed up as 
grapes in big purple balloons. It 
was pren:y hilarious." 
The cost of admission is $10 for 
general seating, $8 for seniors and 
$5 for children under che age of 
17. 
This event is hosted by che 
College of Arcs and Humanities 
and che Music Deoa.rtnient. 
('I , ~ \ 
Charleston wants students' 
trash 
n The city of Charleston will hold a 
fall dean-up this Saturday between 8 
a.m. and 2 p.m. The city will provide 
dumpsters at the Coles County 
Fairgrounds and the Gty Street Garage 
on Adkins Drive, for the city's residents. 
"This is a perfect opportunity to 
get rid of some of your stuff," said Oty 
Council member Lorelei E. Sims. "If you 
have a couch that can't be put on your 
back porch because of city ordinance, 
we can take it for free. 
"Think of it as trick-or-treat in 
reverse." 
This opportunity is only open to 
residents and property owners of 
Charleston. 
Items that will not be accepted 
include: building or construction 
materials exceeding one cubic yard, 
(dirt, brick, concrete, asphalt, rock, 
etc.), tires, liquids, batteries, car 
parts exceeding one cubic yard, burnt 
material, florescent light tubes, and 
landscape waste. 
- Compiled by Chris Essig 
Senior Gty Reporter 
Jaycees haunt fair grounds 
» The Charleston Jaycees will 
hold its annual haunted house at the 
.Coles County Fair Grounds today to 
raise funds to help individuals and civic 
groups throughout the Charleston area. 
The group hopes to raise $3,000 
for charity, according to Haunted House 
Chairwoman Krista Snider. 
The house will be open 7 to 11 p.m. 
Friday, 7 p.m. to midnight Saturday, 7 
to 11 p.m. Monday, arid 7 to 11 p.m. on 
Halloween. The Jaycees will be hosting 
a special Kid's Night on Sunday, Oct. 29 
from 6 to 8 p.m. 
The cost for individuals over 12 
years of age is $5.00 and children 12 
and under will be $3.00. 
Tarble hosts play 
n Charleston Community Theater 
will present the play "Stones in his 
pockets" this weekend at the Tarble 
Arts Center. 
Performances will take place at 7:30 
p.m. today and Saturday and 3 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
For more information call 581-
2113. 
campus 
TODAY 
T urningPoint Basic 
Time I 9 a.m 
Location I McAfee 1214 
More info I 581-8397 
Physics Observatory Public Viewing 
Time 18 p.m. 
Location I EIU Observatory 
More info I 581-3220 
COMMENTS I CORREatONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Sarah 
Whitney, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E·mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com 
Office visit I 181 1 Bu,zzard. ~all. . , : 
VIEWS 
FRIDAY 
10.27.06 
• rv1ew 
Joining OVC 
decreased 
fan base 
Based soldy on a school spirit 
standpoint, Easmn Illinois' football 
program should revert back co the 
Gateway Football Conference. 
The sea.ff of the Daily Eastern News 
realizes there is a significant financial 
advantage co being a member of the 
Ohio Valley Conference along with 
the convenience of having 15 of its 
sporrs (including men's and women's 
basketball, baseball, softball, tennis and 
golf) under one league umbrella. 
We recognize a move cannot be 
executed for every one of the sporrs 
the Panthers compete in because, for 
example, the basketball programs would 
have to re-enter the far less prestigious 
Mid Continent Conference because we 
don't have the marker size, large airport 
and big, renovated arena for acccpcance 
in the Missouri Valley Conference. 
However, the student base of Eascern 
fails co get excited over conference 
football games because of the lack of 
regional appeal. This is the major reason 
fan groups like the "Blue Crew" don'c 
draw sufficient numbers and the campus 
gees an apathetic label. A major example 
is the three buses leaving for Marrin, 
Tenn. this Saturday for the huge football 
game against University ofTennessee-
Martin. 
While the DEN supports initiatives 
like these fan buses, if road conference 
games were located more coward the 
Midwest region, Eastern students would 
be more apt to attend on their own and 
therefore provide our playoff caliber 
ream with more support. 
le is our belief the achlecic 
department would be more positive 
about this change simply from a travel 
coses perspective. Going back co the 
Gateway Conference would eliminate 
rhe plane travel and long bus ridl!S to 
Alabama and Tennessee and replace 
them with more economical trips 
including three in-state opponents. 
Those in-state games like Illinois 
State, Western Illinois and Southern 
Illinois provide a natural and instant 
rivalry this campus could gee behind 
very easily. Most students have a friend 
or relative chat is currently attending or 
an alum at each of those institutions. 
Attendance numbers would go up, 
popularity would increase, recruiting 
would be even easier for our coaching 
staff and the athletic deparrment may be 
able to increase its sponsorship market. 
A move back co che Gateway would 
also allow the football program a better 
opportunity for an at-large berth 
into the Division I-AA playoffs. The 
Gateway Football Conference has gotten 
multiple bids in recent years because it's 
recognized as one of che highest ranked 
leagues in the country. 
Overall, the DEN feels the 
immediate financial ramifications of 
leaving the OVC would be countered 
by the immediate interest in the scudenc 
fan base. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinions editor at 
DENopi• ioas@g• ail.com. 
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COWMNIST I HOLLY HENSCHEN 
Common Se·nse II 
"You're nor the boss of me!" Iraq cold the 
United Scates Wednesday. 
In response co U.S.-projected timetables 
for security, conscirurional amendments 
and oil revenue distribution, Iraqi Prime 
Minister Nouri al-Maliki effectively said, 
"Um, chat's not how democracy works." 
The Bush Administration's paternal 
invasion and rescruccurization have been 
rejected by the U.S.'s political teenager, the 
Iraqi government. 
Common parental knowledge follows 
char you have co lee children make their own 
mistakes. Sure, you can guide chem in the 
right direccion and give advice, bur you can't 
live their lives for them. Of course, polirical 
adages also come into play. 
If a puppet regime deems itself sovereign 
enough co reject a timetable proposed by 
its occupying authority, it's either time 
to threaten chem with consequences 
(ineffective), use more force (undemocratic) 
or "cut and run" (unRepublican). 
The Iraqi elites put in place by the U.S. 
may have internalized American democratic 
ideals to the point of being disconnected 
from their obligation to respect their 
elders (or emperors). If chis is rhe case, the 
United Scates can reinstate ics ever-growing 
international hypocrite sracus by forcing the 
Iraqi government to folJow its rules. Or face 
the music: either Operation Iraqi Freedom 
didn't work militarily or ic worked too well 
politically. 
Once a reenager·defies a parent, rhere's 
no going back. Currently, -Iraq is jusc staying 
out an hour later than curfew. Bue it will 
be saying, "I hare you!" and "You ruined 
my life!" any day now. Democratic Iraq's 
government doesn't wane a timetable unless 
its people agree. 
Political adolescence, just like human 
adolescence, is a rime when many children 
realize parents are real people racher than 
the ideal man or woman. Even al-Maliki 
accused Bush of making election-season 
shows of power. 
Cultural relevance is like the generation 
gap in this situation. Adult behavior directly 
relates co how the person was reared, but 
influences from their era come into play. 
There are countless Christian, capitalist 
influences in the U.S. Conscirucion, and 
likely to be a more Wamic, clientelistic slant 
on Iraq's. 
Though it's hard co define Iraqi 
nationalism at this point, the nation is 
trying co define itself as just that. Though 
this may result in an outcome the Western 
world doesn't approve of. the United Scates 
did the best chey could do, right? Where did 
they go wrong? 
I hope the United Scares is likely co have 
a response outside of the a typical parents' 
"Because I'm the parent and you're the child 
- chat's why!" 
Some child psychologists say when 
children act up, chey're crying our for 
attention and crave discipline. Here, policies 
and child-rearing differ. 
If the Uni red Stares ever hopes co have a 
good relationship with Iraq, it should back 
off now. 
Just as the "do as I say, nor as I do 
ethic" doesn't work with kids, it causes a 
disconnect in politics, aS well. h's time the 
United States realized ours is noc the only 
conceivable effective form of democracy 
and we're doing the ideology a disservice by 
denying that. Hopefully, as with the parent-
child relacionship, the Uniccd States can 
learn from Iraq. 
I'm no parent, bur I've been chrough 
chc teenage behavior Iraq is displaying. The 
Bush Administration should Ice Iraq know 
chat it loves and respects it and, maybe, in a 
few years, chey can be close again. 
HollJ 
Heaschen 
Holly Henschen is a political soence 
graduate student. She can be reached at 
perlodlstalibre@gaail.co•. 
"BJ singlehandedlJ destroJing the 
hardcore fan base's favorite import 
retailer in addition to undersupplJing the 
US with PS3s this holiday season, Sony is 
on the fast track to destrudion." 
COWMNIST I HOLLY THOMAS 
Waiting is not 
comfortable 
Many things make a person self-
conscious: public speaking. meeting new 
people and eating in from of a crowd. 
The mosc frightening, however, is sining 
in a waiting room. Everyone enclosed 
in one room, peeking up with their eyes 
nonchalantly scoping one another out, 
wondering if anyone knows why th~y 
are there or wondering and whispering 
why ~omeone else is chcre. The peeking, 
che wondering, the whispering and che 
wairing-oh the horror! 
The worst part about che waiting 
room experience is chat no one says 
hello, makes any anempc at conversation 
or looks each other in the eye. As if 
everyone should feel ashamed to be 
wairing. People leave rhe waiting room 
feeling judged. There are exceptions, but 
in many cases that's che scandard visit co 
che waiting room. 
Why should people feel judged for 
waiting? How else are they going to see 
che doctor, counselor or whatever other 
authority figure they need to see? 
Everyone waiting in chat room is 
there for the cxacr same reason, it may 
nor be for the exact issue, bur the reason 
they are there is co bcaer themselves or 
support someone else. 
Every waiting room is the same. 
It doesn't matter what waiting room: 
health services, counseling center or for 
rhe dean of a deparrmenr. The chairs in 
che waiting room are filled with people 
who have a certain issue who are doing 
something about it. People should gee 
awarded for sitting in the wairing room. 
They are one step closer co making a 
change, which might not just affect 
chem but others as well. This can deal 
with health or academic issues. 
When I'm sitting in the waiting room 
I'm worrying about myself or wondering 
what others are chinking to themselves 
about me. I'm never wondering why 
someone else is in there. To be honest, 
I'm too preoccupied chinking about 
myself, and the reason(s) I'm there and 
what reasons people chink I'm there for. 
Sometimes I'm intimidated co go co 
che doctor or wait for the dean because I 
want to avoid the waiting room. To my 
surprise, I'm not alone. When I talk ro 
others abouc this fear, I usually gee the 
same response, "I feel the same way coo." 
So if we feel this way, why don't we 
do anything about it? 
I had a doctor's appoincmem 
ycscerday for whac I thought might 
·be a fractured bone. I was nervous 
and intimidated jusr co be sitting in 
the waiting room. For the first time 
someone said hello and started talking 
co me about how excited they were for 
Halloween. I never met chis person, and 
I still don't know their name, but the 
five-minute chac helped calm my nerves 
about the x-rays and I really needed 
chat. 
The waiting room shouldn't be an 
intimidating place. People shouldn't feel 
like they need co duck down when they 
see someone they know walk by or bury 
themselves in books and magazines co 
hide the fucc thac chey are there. The 
whole process of waicing can be nerve 
wrecking enough wirhour the waiting 
room drama. 
Maybe we won't ever be awarded for 
wairing, bur we an do something ro 
make ir a more pleasurable experience 
just by saying hi or showing a hinc of 
friendliness. 
HollJ 
Thomas 
Holly Thomas is a senior journalism major. She 
can be reached at deaverge@gmail.co• 
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A. COSTUME FOR EVERYONE 
By Matt Poli 
Associate Verge Editor 
Walking inco che Grand Ball 
Coscumes shop can be described as 
caking a trip co an amusement park 
wichour rides bur wich plency of 
anraccions. 
The score is a grab bag of gag 
gifts, mascot uniforms, Halloween 
. coscumes and much more. 
As scudents peruse around che 
score, chey are approached by a 
friendly, 5'6"-ish, golden brown-
haired woman who appears to be in 
her lace 30s. 
"May I help you find something?" 
che woman asks. 
The kind soul is Jayne Ball-Saree, 
owner of Grand Ball Costumes, 609 
Sixth St. 
She's been in business in 
Charleston for 12 ye-ars. 
''During Halloween I have ocher 
people to help me, but che rt:St of 
che year I'm the only one who works 
here," Ball-Saree said. "It's jusc me 
_ and .60.000 coscumes." 
And 60,000 is nor an 
exaggerarion. 
For the small spot che store 
occupies (across from che Charleston 
Police Department on Sixth Streec), 
me storage in che warehouse is 
massive, screeching a half-block long 
and chree scories deep. 
Ball-Saree explained chat she built 
up her stock of novelty apparel by 
offering her customers something nor 
» SEE COSTUME, PAGE 6 
HATT POU I THE D~ILY EASERN NEWS 
Grand Ball Costumes, located on the Square, has over 60,000 
costumes for students to browse through. 
... ':}.· 
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He Said I She Said 
Costumes change with age 
By Matt Poli By Holly Thomas 
Associate Verge Editor 
Halloween used co be a time 
when you dressed up in :t cute 
or scary lircle costwne and went 
door to door to collect candy 
that will later sour your stomach 
or rot your teeth. 
Bur as you get older, 
Halloween costumes become 
more creative and provocative. 
Nor only do revelers don 
their cosrumes, bur they become 
the character jusr for one nighr. 
Some of the best cosrumes are ones you create 
yourself. Like a girl one year who went as a giant box 
of wine; thar was hilarious and she made it herself. Or 
the guy who went as Master Shake from "Aqua Teen 
Hunger Force." 
It must have taken him at least a day or two to 
make that cosrume. Those are the cosrumes people 
look forward to on Halloween. Those are the ones 
that will win you contests and keep some cash in your 
waller. 
Too many times do I see unoriginal costumes that 
are diche and far roo common. . 
For instance, the guy who wears the "Scream" 
mask with black sweats. 
I know you stole that mask from your little 
brother, give it back to bim; he needs it for when he 
goes "bombing" with shaving cream and toilet paper. 
Or the girl who goes as a Playboy bunny; sure it's 
arousing and will probably gee you a male suicor for 
the night, bur where's the originality? 
le was okay to go as your favorite superhero, 
devil or angel when you were 10 years old, but it's 
rime to grow up and apply that college education to 
something that you and others will enjoy: a creative 
Halloween cosrume. 
The mosr satisfying costumes are the ones you 
design and create yourself. 
So students, when coming up with that perfect 
Halloween costume, put some thought inco it, do not 
just go with the typical costume your mom picked out 
for you when you were 5 years old. 
Costume 
FROM PAGE 5 
many businesses offer, "If you ask me for ... 
something I don't have, I'll build it for you free of 
charge." 
While customers had co pay for the costume 
materials, she said her labor was free of charge as long 
as she could keep the costwne. 
"You don't have to clean 'em, you don't have 
to score 'em, bur they'll be mine," she continued. 
"Now it's my job co find other people who need chat 
(costume) and that I'll get my labor back by renting 
char (costume) to other people." 
The only way she can keep all that scock organized 
is by having racks upon racks of costumes broken 
down into size and decade. 
"I've made ir or put it here so I know where they 
are," Ball-Saree said as she reminds a lost employee 
where the Poison Ivy costume is in the back of the 
warehouse. 
"We've got maps everywhere ... There's gotta be a 
way for (employees) to find it, so people (aren'r) up 
there waiting." 
Customer satisfaction is not only an importanr part 
of her job, bur it's also the most rewarding. 
"If you listen co the customer, they'll tell you what 
they want," she said. 
"They may nor know cause we may bring them like 
three (costumes) they didn't even think of, bur we find 
'em back there when we scan: the search." 
Verge editor Holly Thomas 
Associate Y.erge tditor Matt Poli_ 
Yerge Sr, writer Michael Peterson_ 
tmigne_n_D_1vid Hant.u...ttoJl1.J!lont~att P~!n 
Verge Editor 
Halloween is the one night 
it's okay not to be you. 
The one night of the year 
where you can be anything you 
want co be. I've dressed up for 
Halloween almost every year, 
and it is a surprise as co bow 
and why my costwnes, along 
with girls' in general, change. 
When I was a lircle roe, my 
costumes included a puppy, k.ic-
cen and Smurfette. ..-~ww.iici.;~~EJ 
I wanted co be cure and something I loved. That 
soon changed as 1 grew and scarred attending grade 
school. I realized I wanted to be beautiful; I wanted to 
be a princess. 
My costume included a big puffy dress with 
sparkles, shiny shoes and a tiara that would make any 
Homecoming queen jealous; I felt beautiful. 
Bue soon after those grade-school years I didn't 
feel beautiful. I was going through puberty and felt 
awkward abour my looks so I wanted co be anything 
that would discracr someone to judge me on beauty. 
I wanted a scary costume. I dressed up as a witch, 
vampire and the singer Cher (what could be scarier 
than Cher?). 
After my scary costume phase came high school. 
This was the period of being coo cool co dress up for 
Halloween. Thar period didn't lase coo long because 
my longing co be sexy like the models in the maga-
zines I read soon followed. Any character I dressed up 
as, I made sexy. I even re-used my Smurf cosrwne idea 
and wenc as a sexy Smutfette insread of the cure one I 
had been when I was six. 
Now that we are in college, the sex appeal is still 
the main priority in many girls' cosrwnes. Why is 
it that if we can be anything we want, we choose co 
be sexy? Why nor dress up as one of our heroines 
or something fun that doesn't show everyone ar rhe 
party each and every curve? This year I'm dressing up 
as something (or someone) crearive who reminds me 
of being a kid. It's more about having fun, nor using 
Halloween as an excuse co dress sexy. 
While her operation is located in Charleston, she 
ships to cuscomers all over the country through her 
Web site http:/ /users.net66.com/-baldce. 
"I ship all over the nation," Ball-Saree said as she 
looked at-a cwo-page list of people and depanments 
that ordered co!rumes. 
"My best salesmen are Eastern srudencs. They leave 
here, they go reach our in the world ... in some small 
school thac doesn't have a costume shop in the area 
and they call me and I ship it to them." 
It's the quality designing of the costumes and the 
friendly service that keeps her customers coming back 
year after year. 
"The customers here are all fun people or they just 
don'r belong here," she said. 
"And I love the designing, I love the creative part 
of it and that gets me back to the roots of what I 
studied." 
And what she studied was theatre and the related 
arts. 
She graduated from Eastern with a bachelor's 
degree in theatre and eventually earned her master's 
degree in related arts. 
"If you do something you love, you're much more 
ape co really pursue it and give it your effort and time," 
she added. 
"And thar's somecirnes what it cakes." 
Contact the On The Verge staff by e-mail at 
DENverge@gmail.com 
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Costume Contest 
G1veawa~ys 
5ucketot5- fl d 5 e;ht$5.00 
Halloween J ello Shots $ 1.00 
Computer 
· Computer Sales& Service 
• Laptop Power Plug Replacement 
•Website Design & Hosting 
•Hard Drive Replacement/ Data Recovery 
Our Specialty 
Windows Tuneup/ 
Virus & Spyware Removal 
$ 7 5 Flat Rate 
345-1111 
1625·8 Ma dison Ave. Charleston 
(Next to Priceless Towing) 
Good lor one free 
naval or tongue-ring 
while supplies last 
621 Charleston Ave. Nlattoon, IL 
(Wesr on Lincoln, look for the log cabin) 
217.258.7836 
' dewut...on the comer o& reet...258-8085 
Monday,-Friday from 9am-6pm 
WEDDING & BACHELORETI"E 
ITEMS, 
GAG GIFTS, VIDEOS, DVDS, 
MAGAZINES , NOVEL TIES 
& lINGER!IE 
***Coupon for r~·ee gift with purchase** * 
Start off the weekend right 
with an ad in the Uerge 
For information on aduertislng 
call your friendly ad rep at 581-2816 
or e-mail us at 
denads@eiu.edu 
CD leaves listeners uncomfie 
Balld: The Comfies 
Album: Close To Me 
,, UtllJ Bapr 
Verge Reviewer 
Type comfies inco Google.com images 
and up pops baby nappies, cotton underoos 
and baby blankets. 
Type in The Comfies new CD, •close 
to Me," and seven tracks of upbeat familiar 
poppy. punk songs recommended for driving 
or cleaning begin to play. 
The first song and tide aack has an 
addicting clap track, catchy lyrics and an 
abundance of cymbals. 
Song two doubly improves · 
with mostly repetitive lyrics and 
even better harmonies. 
The Comfies sound like a 
mix of modern whiney Beach 
Boys - in a good way - with 
a twist of Franz Ferdinand. 
Kind of like a slower version of 
Hot Hot Heat and the Killers, 
minus the powerful vocals and 
eleccronica. 
The 20-something Nashville band is 
formerly known as Harper, coincidently the 
lead singer's last name, and while Harper 
isn't a crooner, he handles the job ofleading 
the sing-along songs. 
The band consiscs of Benjamin Adam 
Harper on lead vocals and guitar; Nathan 
Hansen on bass; Sam Smith on drums; and 
Rafael Cevallos, guitar and muhi-instrumen-
ralisr. 
The CD is a lot like all the other upbeat 
pop/punk chat is on the radio or on the high 
school/junior high crowd's MP3 players. 
Don't bother listening if you are on the 
lookout for a new sound - all this has been 
done before. 
Track six, "Understanding 23," brings up 
a more mellow sound with bells and piano. 
It is still catchy, and by chis point in the 
CO, the familiar sound means you have 
probably heard chis one (or something 
similar) somewhere before, coo. The final 
a sense. 
song is acoustic. Ir's shore, 
sweet and to the point. 
Harper finally sings in 
his range. 
While his voice is not 
always solid throughout the 
album, he gets the lyrics 
across. 
No single instrument 
stands out with "wow" tal-
ent; the songs jusc play, in 
It is simple music and easy to sing along 
with, but there is no place for air guitar or 
even a hairbrush microphone on this EP. 
Bue The Comfies live up co their name, 
comfy as your favorite T-shirt and Chucks 
... okay, so maybe not "favorite," but chey 
arc definitely better than the last-resort 
cloches saved to wear on laundry day. 
I 
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Video games that go bump in the night 
Game: Silent Hill 1,Z,3 & 4 
Developer: Konami ***1? BJ Dannr D•dleJ 
Verge Reviewer 
As long as there have been video games, 
there have been games chat scare the pants 
off you and have you throwing the controller 
ar the system co curn it off. 
The Silent Hill series is, as quoted by 
ign.com, "One of che eeriest survival horror 
thrill rides gamers will come into "contact 
with on the platforms." 
Imagine concrolling a character chat is 
thrown into an alternate dimension where 
the environment changes from thick fog and 
concrete to hellish, bloody corridors. 
Then you have an idea of the feeling one 
would gee from playing Silent Hill. 
The thing thac set Silent Hill apart from 
other survival horrors like Resident Evil, is 
the use of fog and blurred vision due to dark· 
ness, which gives a "what's in che distance" 
mentality that jusr makes the gamer feel 
uncomfortable in his sear. 
In each game's beginning. the character 
receives some kind of radio device chat emits 
a shrill feedback noise. 
This allows the gamer to know something 
is around, buc che majority of the time the 
monster or abomination can noc be seen. 
This heightens the scare factor and givcs 
che game ics unique fcding. 
The series has four games on three differ-
ent systems: Playstacion, Playscacion 2, and 
XBOX. with a recent chcacrical release that 
did fairly well in the box office. 
Survival-horror games have been known 
in the past to carry weak story plots that 
have no real background. 
Silent Hill, although not award worthy, 
carries a rich story chat will have the gamer 
wanting ro find our what happens nexc. 
Even though the games do not have the 
same main character, the stories do coincide 
and link to each ocher. 
Remake is a massacre of the original 
Movie: Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning 
Rating: R 
BJ Cllrls Essig 
Verge P.eviewer 
lhac'swby 
nearly every 
movie over 
Cynicism was an expectation from the be- 20-yea.rs-old is 
ginning of chis whole rotten mess, knowing being crapped 
the second I handed the clerk my money for on, rcpack-
a ticket to "Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The aged, possibly 
Beginning," I had made a mistake. for the second 
It looked like just another gee-rich-quick or third time, 
scheme by some low-life Hollywood director and once again 
who realizes that torturing whac should be being sold to 
a buried classic will get him a check in the chc unforru-
mail quicker than chinking of something nace movic-go-
new and - heaven forbid! - original. ers. 
They know that making a movie scarring The.movie's 
Lcatherface will get chem ac lease a few loyal ploc was 
fans and ignorant teenagers co show up to dangerously 
the cheaters, the only people they bank on thin and the 
these days ro throw away their hard-earned acting was awful, except R. Lee Ermey, who 
money. returned as Sheriff Hoyt. 
And the crjtics? Screw 'em. sb~. doo'r.like. • The o~.~ple whQsc role was more 
~i.;.-.. ·.·.'l•' . . ' ~GLf I . I n<U'b~Wi:~ ~ere chose otherwise 
-WV.."fT.':IH.l_l,,I/. 'J" ... q~ _ ~~...- · 
*iIDD 
involved in chc movie. 
To no surprise, the elements of the plot 
that connected the prequel to the original 
could have easily been put in the original 
remake. 
But thac would have meant less money 
for chose already rich fat cacs in Hollywood. 
But destroying a classic is really the only 
"beginning." 
Back in the day, directors used to cake 
inco consideration chat the audience was at 
lease halfway incelligcnt; not everything had 
co be completely spelled out. 
For example, when Lcacherface rakes one 
of his many victims into the basement, the 
audience knows they aren't going to survive. 
Thac used to be enough. 
We did nor need co know exactly how 
gruesome their death was. 
Nowadays, this is far from the case, and 
instead of letting Lcatherface crucify the less 
fortunate in the privacy of our assumpcioJs~ 
the directors make a concentrated effort to 
show us that we severely underestimated how 
unhinged Lcacherface is. 
Both techniques gee che same message 
across. 
One just wastes a Joe more cime, and 
sometimes, in the case of chis movie, the 
length of the entire movie. 
It is pure laziness on the part of all 
involved and makes for a complete gore fest 
instead of a crue horror movie. Hell, it was 
not even scary-just disturbing. 
If that is your thing, "Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre: The Beginning" will be a blasr 
because it is obvious the directors spent a 
majority of their time chinking of creative 
and horrifying ways co kill off their actors 
and maybe a few hours connecting chose 
demented scenes together. 
The suggestion of a plot was probably 
laughed at by most viewers. 
1\i!cl t'hefarc'sn11'laughing. ,,, '' ' 
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Urban : ..,,,..,. egend of Petnberton 
Strange incidents suggest the ghost of Mary Hawkins still haunts the residence hall 
1J Staq Sllitll 
Verge Reporter 
Flickering lights. 
Doors mysteriously locking. 
1Vs rurning on and off. 
Some believe these actions occur 
in Pembenon Hall because of the 
ghost of Mary Hawkins. 
The legacy began about 9S 
years ago when Hawkins, associate 
resident director, then known as 
the "house mom," tragically died. 
She was che head of Pembenon 
Hall from August 1910 to March 
1917. 
Hawkins was diagnosed with 
syphilis, which was left untreated, 
making her insane. 
She checked inco the Kankakee 
State Meneal Hospital where she 
died on Oct. 29, 1918. 
She became a legacy at Eastern 
because she lived on the founh 
floor of Pembenon, which was 
originally built as an attic. 
After Hawkins' death, the 
fourth Aoor was used for storage 
and as a work place for building 
service workers. 
"I don't sec 
how residents 
could have lived 
there," said Sara 
Schaller, assistant 
resident director 
of Pembenon 
Hall. 
The fourth 
Aoor's conditions 
make it unsafe 
for residents co 
live. 
Living 
safety codes 
have changed 
since SO years 
ago, said Mark 
Hudson, director 
of housing and 
dining. 
There is only 
one fire exit 
located in the 
unfinished area, 
he said. 
Some 
Some residents avoid residing at Pemberton Hall out of fear. "I've 
stayed at other places because I would get eerie feelings, especially 
when it's thundering out," Matz said. 
murderer. 
Hawkins found 
the girl, felt guilty 
about her death and 
went crazy because 
she was not there co 
do anything to hdp 
stop the murder. 
"I definitely 
believe ir's crue 
from the different 
experiences I've 
had living there for 
four years," Maez 
said. "A lot of RAs 
and hall council 
members don't admit 
to believing it. Ir's 
subjective." 
Some residents 
avoid residing at 
Pembenon Hall out 
of fear. 
"I've stayed at 
other places because 
I would get eerie 
feelings, especially 
when it's thundering 
residents, like Amy Maez, a senior 
psychology major, think a resident 
was murdered during weekend 
break then had her body dragged 
co the end of a staircase by her 
our," Maez said. 
"Folks that live there know the 
reality of ir," Hudson said. "But 
when people don't live there, it can 
be scary." 
Other residents believe the story 
is just a rural legend. 
"I lived here all summer by 
myself and never heard or saw 
anything," Schaller said. "If she is 
here, she is more of a nice ghost 
who protects us." 
Some students discover the tale 
by word of mouth or research. 
"It's an urban legend," Hudson 
said. "People think if it's published 
on Web sites then it must be true." 
Those who are interested 
can find information about the 
Hawkins legacy in "Haunted 
America," a 1994 novel by Michael 
Norman and Beth Score who 
featured ghosts stories froqi all SO 
states. 
Resident assistants and hall 
council members try to be careful 
about discussing the scory with 
students. 
"Some get legitimately scared 
and want to move out of the 
building," Schaller said. "I have co 
remind them it is just a story." 
Halloween Happenings: Local Events 
Theater 
Charleston Alley Theatre will 
be showing their rendition of 
"Dracula" this Friday, Sarurday and 
Monday at 7:30 p.m .. There will 
also be a Sunday performance at 2 
p.m. Tickets are $6 co $8. 
Teutopolis High School will be 
performing "Hello, Dolly!" The 
show begins at 7 p.m. Thursday 
and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $S 
to $6. 
The tour of the musical "Rent" 
will be stopping at the Assembly 
Hall in Champaign. The show is 
this Saturday and will begin at 
7:30 p.m. Tickecs range from $32 
to $43. For more information, call 
(217) 333-SOOO. 
"Playing with Fire (After 
Frankenstein)" will be playing at 
the Rantoul Theatre Group (914 
Arends Blvd., Rantoul, III.) this 
Saturday. The show is from 8-10 
p.m. lickers are $10 for adults and 
$7 for children, college srudencs 
and senior citizens. For more 
information, call (217) 892-1121. 
"Barnum" will be playing at the 
Virginia Theatre in Champaign 
this Sarurday. The show begins at 
7:30 p.m. and tickets arc $8 to 
$17. For more information, call 
(217) 356-9063. 
Concerts 
Local rock band The Fuz will 
be playing at Friends and Co. The 
show Will be mu Friday and will 
last from 9:30 p.m. to I a.m. 
Focllinger Auditorium. The show 
is this Friday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 
cost $23. For more information, 
call (217) 333-SOOO. 
The Roadhouse Band will 
be playing at the Friendly Inn's 
Halloween/Costume Party. le is in 
Ashmore this Saturday and will go 
from 9 p.m. co l a.m. 
Movies 
The film "Beowulf and Grendel" 
will be playing this Friday in 
Eascem's Martin Luther King Jr. 
Union. The show will begin at 3 
p.m. 
"The Rocky Horror Picrur~ 
Show" will also be showing this 
Saturday in the Charleston/ 
Macroon Room in the Manin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The showings will be 8 and 11 
p.m. and is free of charge. 
Halloween Events 
The Panther Paw will be 
holding a cosrume contest hosted 
by Coors Lice, Bud Lite and 
Miller Lite. The contests will 
be hdd Friday, Sarurday and on 
Halloween. There will be cash 
prizes. 
Come ride on the "Ghost 
Train" at the Monticdlo Railway 
Museum Friday. The event is from 
7-8 p.m. Tickets arc $6 per person. 
For more information, call (217) 
762-9011. 
W'dco's JdfT~ will be 1he Mattoon Public-Library 
pJqµig at dac Uuittuity of lllmOD'~ a Halloween pui:y at 2 
p.m. on Sarurday. It is a family-
friendly parry with treats, srories 
and games. Registration is required. 
For more information, call (217) 
234-2621. 
The Canopy Club in Urbana is 
holding its "Halloween 2K6" bash 
on Sarurday. Advance tickets are 
available for a limited time only, 
and there arc only 200 available . . 
For more information, call (217) 
344-2263. 
The Station will be hosting a 
Halloween parry Saturday. The 
parry will be hosted by Miller Lire, 
and is expected co begin around 9 
p.m. 
"Dead Rising," a haunted reality 
walk, will take place at The Edge 
(3723 N. Vermilion St., Danville, 
Ill.). The event will go from 7-11 
p.m. and is on Saturday. The 
event is free, but donations are 
appreciated. For more information, 
call (217) 286-3208. 
Black Student Union, 
University Board, the Asian 
American Association and Student 
Government will be hosting a 
Halloween skating party. Skating 
will be happening from 8:3()... 
11 :30 p.m. on Halloween at the 
Silver Skating Center in Macroon. 
On Sarurday, the Manin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union will be turned into a 
"Haunted Union." From 8 p.m. 
co midnight, the Seventh Street 
Underground will serve as a 
haunted dungeon, hosted by the 
University Board. 
There will be a costume parry in 
place of the usual hall council 
meeting at 9:30pm. 
Taylor Hall will be holding 
a celebration for children in the 
lobby at 6-8 p.m. on Halloween. 
McKinney Hall will be hosting 
trick-or-treating for neighborhood 
children in the lobby, as well as 
coloring and cosrume contests, 
between S-7 p.m. on Halloween. 
The Eastern Symphony 
Orchestra Fright Night will be this 
Sunday at Eastern's McAfee South 
Gym. It will include contests, 
candy and more. The event begins 
at 6 p.m. and tickets range from $S 
co $8. For more information, call 
(217) S81-3010. 
Misc. 
A Community Blood Service 
blood drive will be held Friday ac 
Ashmore Estates on Route 16. It 
will last from 7-11 p.m. 
. [)apeeS 
This Sarurday is the "Preserving 
Botanicals" event ac Douglas-Han 
Nature Center (2204 DeWitt Ave. 
East, Macroon). One can come 
and preserve the fall leaves and 
use them to create decorations. le 
will take place from l 0 a.m.-noon. 
Members will have to pay $2 and 
$3 for non-members. 
The Macroon Beach Half-
Marathon will take this place at the 
Lake Mattoon beach this Sarurday. 
Registration is from 8:30 co 9 a.m. 
The race will begin ar l 0 a.m. For 
more information, call (217) 89S-
303S. 
On Tuesday, the Old Fashioned 
Fall Festival will be held at The 
Salvation Army in Macroon. It 
will be from 6-8 p.m. For more 
information, call (217) 234-39 l S. 
-Calnuiar comp/iled by Michul 
Petmon and Jason Duaru 
•Meetings 
... And More 
307 6th Street • Charleston 
Now Booking 
The ·haunted" Pcmbcnon or ~ . ~~ 
Hall will be hosting a Hall~ 348-3335 ~lOo..7 
kiu night MOnday &om 7-,pm. •. ---------lliiiiliiii•----:il 
-U 
for sale 
Furniture, dining room table, 
pholstered chair, and coffee 
les. Call 217-508-4343 
1999 Saturn SCl 3 Door Coupe. 
New tires & transmission. $6000 
all 217-556-2463 
OSTUME RENT AL for parties 
nd parades--plus wigs, hats, 
makeup, beads, gags and gifts 
'or birthdays and bachelorettes! 
RAND BALL COSTUMES-609 
ixth Street, Charleston 12-6 M· 
F, 10-2 Sat. 345-2617 
PENCE'S ON JACKSON. 
OTALLYCOOLSTUFF! CREATE 
OUR OWN COSTUME. OPEN 
HU, FRI. SAT, MON, TUE 1-? 
45-1469 
'•' for rent 
ROOM FOR RENT. FEMALE 
$220 PLUS UTILITIES. 
WALKING DISTANCE 
CALL BERNICE 
Female Roommate needed SP 
'07. Cute House on 1 1th. 2 blks 
om Buzzard. W/D, yard, pets 
k. $300/month & utilities. Call 
Katie at (815) 651-7769 
anted female roommate for 
P '07 to share 2 bdrm apt 
n Lincoln Ave, near family 
ideo. Furnished, some utilities 
included. Call (708) 351-0636 
information & 
URPRISE vacancy for 1 person. 
l block to campus. Quiet 
uilding. Available now or 2nd 
mester. $350 plus elec. 345-
89, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
NICE 3 bedroom 
ouse, 1404 14th St., carport, 
eek, $780/mo., available June 
007, 345-2982. 
Johnson, 
pacious duplex, 5 bedroom, 
1/2 bath each side, 2 blocks 
5 Bedroom, available spring 
semester, utilities included Call 
345-2982. 
Wanted: one furnished bedroom 
in a residence for a year. call 345-
5456. 
Immediate Availability: 2 and 1 
bedroom duplex. W/D Newly 
remodeled, water and trash 
included $550 & $325/month. 
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334 
Available Aug 07'. 2-7 Bedroom 
homes. G R E A T 
LOCATIONS. All "campus side# 
of Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037 
Available August 07'. 2-
7 bedroom homes. CREA T 
LOCATIONS.All "campus sideH 
oi Lincoln. No pets. 345-5037 
PANTHER PADS is renting 
exceptionally nice houses for 
the 2007-2008 school year. 
Houses range in size from 6-
1 O bedrooms, are very well-
mai ntained, and only 1 block 
from Lantz. Please check us out 
at www.pantherpads.com or call 
345-3148 for details.par __ _ 
UNIQUE PROPERTIES is now 
leasing for the 2007-2008 school 
year! Call today to schedule an 
appointment to look at any of 
our 3 bedroom fully furnished 
apartments at excellent locations: 
Millennium Place, Courtyard 
on 9th, Campus Edge, Panther 
Heights, The East View, Century 
Crossing & The Atrium. 217-
345-5022 
PROFESSORS, STAFF OR 
FAMILIES: Very Nice Duplex 
Available in December- 3 BR, 
2 BA, Fireplace, Cathedral & 
Vaulted Ceilings, 2-car Garage, 
W/D, Nice Neighborhood, A 
Must See! $900/mo. 217-345-
5022 
3 BR Apartments for 2007-
2008 school year! Seconds 
from Campus, Fully Furnished, 
Spacious Living Rooms & Vanities 
in bedrooms, Dishwashers & 
Garbage Disposals and Morel 
217-345-5022 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2. &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available immediately call for 
details. Contact Jen 348-1479 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www. 
jwi II iamsrentals.com 
Ne-.v Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished.CallTodayforLowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000. 
6 bedroom housecloseto campus, 
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, 
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, 
washer and dryer. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentais.com or 
217-345-5088 
5 bedroom house on 6th S1reet. 2 
bath, Large bedrooms completely 
remodeled new carpet. stove, 
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch 
and dining room. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentals.com or 
217 -345-5088 
1430 112 9TH ST. VERY 
AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. l 1/2 
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING. 
NO PETS. 348-8305 
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING 
TERM 2007. DELUXE 4 
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO 
UNIVERSITY AT 1426 7th 
STREET. 348-8406 
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL 
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 
4, 6, 7 AND 8 BEDROOM 
HOUSES. TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS. FOR MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME. 
COM OR CALL US AT (217)493-
7559. 
Available January 07, 2 bedroom, 
1 bathroom apartment. Close to 
campus. $460 total 512-9528 
LADIES GREAT HOUSE FOR 
6 AT 1521 1ST STREET. 10-
MONTH LEASE. GREAT 
QUALITY, LOCATION, AND 
PRICE. 345-5048. 
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
AT 1 521 1 ST STREET. VERY 
ECONOMICAL. 10-MONTH 
LEASE. 345-5048. 
FALL 2007 5,4,3,2 BEDROOM 
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH 
APARTMENTS. 348-5032 
Now leasing for Fall 07'. Wide 
selection of 2,3 and 4 bd 
houses and apartments www. 
jbapartments.com 345-6100 
Spring 07' 1 bd house, 1 609 11th 
St. $300.00 4 bd apt., 1120 Edgar 
Dr. www.jbapartments.com 345-
6100 
3 bedroom apartments, walking 
distance to campus. Sign lease 
in November for 07-08' school 
year. 10%discounton 1st months 
rent.345-3554 
1 bedroom apartments fro August 
07-08'.PP& W PROPERTIES, 
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS; 
1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS 
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON 
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,A/C 
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES 
WATER.TRASH SERVICES 
AND OFF STREET PARKING 
INCLUDED.Periect ior serious 
students or couples.348-
8249,www.ppwrentals.com 
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc 
348-8249 1110 6th Street House-
l 1/2 blocks North of Old Main. 
Completely remodeled in 2005. 6 
bedroom house, 2 baths, washer, 
dryer. Trash service included. 
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc. 
348-8249 1103 6th Street House-
l 3/4 blocks north of Old Main. 
2 story 3 bedroom apartment, 
washer & dryer. Trash service 
included. 
Beautiful 2 story house-furnished. 
For 7-8 girls. Hardwood noors, 
furnished leather furniture, 2 112 
bath, full basement with washer 
and dryer, central air, large yard. 
For school year 2007-2008. 1 
block north of O'Brien Field on 
1st St. $300 month. Call Jan 
345-8350. 
Exceptionally economical! 
bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished 
for a single or couple. $3B5mo 
for 1 or $430mo for 2. (112 of 
duplex) 1 block north of O'Brien 
Field. For school year 2007-
2008. Call Jan 345-8350. 
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 
08' 9th Street Apartments. 3&4 
bedroom lease and security 
required. No pets 348-8305 
Now renting Fall 07'/Spring 08' 
751 6th Street. 1 & 2 bedroom 
apts. security and lease required. 
No pets.348-8305 
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or 
354-0754 
3 and 4 bedroom $ 285-$300. 
Trash.furnished and parking. Call 
235-0405 or 254-0754 
Houses and Apartments of All 
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers, 
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage 
Included. 345-6967 
''· 
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stove, refrigerator, microwave, 
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/ 
month 117 W. Polk. Call 348-
7746 or www.CharlestonlLApts. 
com 
2 bedroom furnished apt with 
stove, refrigerator, microwave. 
3 blocks from E side of EIU. 
$445 1 person, $250 each 2 
people. Trash paid. 2001 S. 
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www. 
Charleston) LApts.com 
Available Jan 31st .1 BR Apt. 
Water & Trash included, off street 
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St 
Apts. 345-1266 
_________ 00 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES. 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007 
2,3 4,5.6,7 & 8 BEDROOMS 
HOUSES DUPLEXES AND APTS 
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES 
AT www.eiprops.com or call 
345-6210/549-0212 
Sublessor needed to rent 1 
bedroom in a 3 bedroom 
apartment Spring 2007. $300/ 
month. Preferably male. Contact 
Brian 910-964-9262 
lost& found 
Lost: Missing DOG black and 
white Boston Terrior. Front half 
white/back half black. Right ear 
black/left ear white. Answers to 
GINOWIT. Five months old, pink 
spot on her nose.345-2851 
Lost: Movie related VHS tape. 
To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Room2010. 
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to 
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this 
item. 
Lost: Pair of Black Reading 
glasses. Go to Records Office in 
Old Main Rm. 1220. 
LosVStolen: Ocean Blue Miyata. 
12 speed Bike, serial # 4m2952Q4. 
Reward, 345-3144 
LOST: DIGITAL CAMERA. WAS 
LEFT AT THE PAW IN THE BACK 
BAR AREA ON SA TU RDA Y THE 
21ST. LOST VERY VALUABLE 
PICTURES. CALL 618-214-8282 
OR JUST SEND THE MEMORY 
CARD TO HILLARY SITTLE C 
1627 7TH ST. APT. 214 A.K.A. 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS. 
KEEP THE CAMERA SEND THE 
CARD PLEASE! 
Lost: one editorial. lffound please 
contact the Daily Eastern News 
• help wanted 
Brian's Place Night Club needs 
DJ. Experience preferred but not 
necessary. Apply in person. 2100 
Broaclway,Mattoon.234-4151 
financial service to our members 
If so, we want you as part o 
our team. Responsibiliti 
include periorming accura~ 
transactions, answering members 
questions, actively cross-sellin 
products and services, an 
maintaining a balanced cas 
drawer. Requirements includ 
computer experience, excellen 
communication skills and 
professional attitude. Previou 
sales and customer servic 
experience a plus. Competitiv 
compensation. CUl application 
is required and can be found 
www.creditunion1.org. 
Two Immediate opening 
waitsaff@ Marianne's. Hours ar 
from 11-3. Applyat615Monr 
St. 
Looking for outgoing. motivat 
student to market on campus. 
$10.00/hr. plus bonuses. Flexibl 
hours. For more information call: 
888-839-3385 
Student Painters is looking fo 
individuals who want to gain 
management experience. Earn 
$8,000-$10,000 next summer. 
Must have a good attitude an 
hard work ethic. No experienc 
necessary, fully trained. Firs 
come, first qualified basis. Fo 
more information call: 888-839 
3385 Visit our website: WWW. 
STUDENTPAINTERS.BIZ 
!BARTENDING! Up to $250 
day, no experience necessary. 
Training available 800-965-652 
ext. 239 
Advertising Representativ 
Wanted: Fill out application @ 
Student Publications Office in 
Buzzard 
Photographers wanted: 
Photo editor Jay Grabiec 
the newsroom 1811 Buzzar 
Building 
It's Advertising 
Season 
all the 
dg 
n Showdown 
FROM PAGE 1 
has run for 61 yards per game. 
"Chapman's one of the better 
guys we've seen all year on any 
team," said Panthers defensive 
coordinator Roe Bellantoni. "They 
got a nice little stable. (Dawson) 
runs really hard, he's a bull. He's 
not gonna try to make you miss 
like Chapman. He's going co cry to 
run you over." 
Martin head coach Jason 
Simpson knows the teams have 
similar philosophies. 
"It's no secret both teams want 
to run the football," he said. "Both 
teams do a great job of being 
physical. It comes down co who 
can execute the best." 
Not only do the running games 
resemble each other, Martin's 
defense this year resembles the 
Panthers' defense. 
Although Eastern isn't as high 
statistically, they have played two 
Division I-A teams, including 
Hawaii's cop-ranked offense. 
But UTM is ranked in the cop 
five nationally in four cacegories, 
including scoring defense. 
The two teams and Tennessee 
State are the only remaining 
undefeated teams in the OVC. 
Panthers head coach Mark 
Hutson said while all conference 
games are big, the game with 
Martin will allow the winner to 
remain in control of their own face 
as far as the postseason goes. 
If the Panthers win this week, 
they would move on to next week's 
game against Tennessee State, 
making it a possibility char they 
would face two undefeated teams 
in back-to-back weeks. 
But quanerback Cole Stinson 
said the team doesn't puc any added 
emphasis on any of the games. 
"If we would have taken any 
other games lightlyt he said, "we 
would have lost and this game 
would not be as important." 
ourpredictions 
Here are the Daily Eastern News' 
score predictions for Saturday's 
football game between Eastern and 
Tennessee-Martin. 
Sports Editor 
Matt Daniels (8·0) 
Eastern 14, Tennessee-Martin 10 
Whoever is tough enough will win 
this one. Both teams like to run the 
ball. And both teams like to stop the 
run. Rainy conditions in Martin the last 
few days keep this game close. 
Associate Sports Editor Marco 
Santana (8·0) 
Eastern 20, Tennessee-Martin 17 
Donald Chapman helps Skyhawks 
keep it close for the first three 
quarters but a fourth quarter 
touchdown by Micah Rucker helps give 
Eastern the win. 
Sports Reporter 
Matthew Stevens (7·1) 
Tennessee-Martin 13, Eastern 10 
"We would like as a team co be 
able co control our own destiny," Common sense says always always Hutson said. "The importance of 
» Fundin 
FROM PAGE 1 
"Well, they (UB) need to realize 
that we're not a cash cow," said 
board member Travis Bounds. "We 
will spend scudenr money wisely. 
We're just not going to dole ic out 
because they ask for it." 
Patterson will be bringing more 
information co the board that 
will possibly include me names of 
speakers chat students would like to 
see. 
"I will definicdy be working 
my hardest to gee more student 
feedback and more solid names 
with acrual people that scudents 
want to bring." she said. "You can't 
just ask someone, 'Oh, you want co 
come to our school?' You have to 
have a set number of money that 
you can spend." 
Until UB knows the amount of 
they will be able to spend, speakers 
cannoc be sec in scone, she said. 
BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
HONEY. OON'T GO MAKING A ~IG 
TtfrtfG OUT OF THIS. I JOST WANT OS 
TO GO AS SOMrnllNG a.sE THIS YfAR. 
IM7 
NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER 
JAY GRABIECITHE DAILY EASTERN IEWS 
Apportionment Board members Eric Wilber, Travis Bounds and Drew 
McClarity listen as UB asks for allociation money at the Apportionment 
Board meeting in Martin Luther King University Union Thursday evening. 
staying in the driver's sear, so to take the expierenced Panthers. Like 
speak, is great this week for both I've always said don't let the facts get l!! 
in the way of a good argument. , ~ceam ___ s_ ... ______________ ....., ______________ ,,__._.~--------.l 
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$5.26-Au SHOWS BEFOl'IE II PM 
$E).00....STI.J08'1TS & SENIORS AFTI!R II PM 
SHOWTlMES FOR OCT Z1 -NOY :I. 
SAW UI (R) ON lWO SCREENS 4:10 5:15 7:00 8:00 
9'.45 10'.30 
FRI - SUN MAT 10'.30 11 :50 1 :30 2:40 
TIIE PRESTIGE (PG 13) 4:20 7:15 10:10 FRI- SUH 
MAT 10:15 1:00 
fUCl(A (PG) 4:00 6:15 8:30 FRI -SUN MAT 11:10 
1:40 
MAN OF TIIE YEAR (PG 13) 3:50 6'.50 9'.30 FRI - SUN 
MAT 10:40 1:15 
EMPlOYEE OF TIIE MONTI! (PG 13) 5;00 7:30 10:00 
FRI - SUN MAT 11 :00 2:30 
TIIE OEPARTEO (R) 6:05 9:20 FRI - SUN MAT 11 :30 
2:50 
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: TIIE BEGINNING (R) 
5:30 7:45 10:20 FRI- SUN 11:40 2:15 
OPEH SEASON (PG) 4:30 6:40 8:45 FRI - SUN MAT 
11:20 2.'00 
THE GUAROIAH (PG 13) 4:45 8:15 FRI-SUN MAT 
10:50 1:50 
WILL ROGERS THEAT R E 
CHARLESTON- 1-800-FANDANGO 1556 # 
$2.75 - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM 
$J.60 -Al.L EVENING SHOWS 
SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 27 - NOV 2 
GRUDGE 2 (PG 13) • 
DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:30 SAT SUN MAT 
2:15 
FLYBOYS (PG 13) 
DAILY 6:45 FRI SAT 9:45 SAT SUN MAT 
2:00 
BUY JICY.tl~ OllLINE AT FANLlAllG( .r.:JJ,I 
. . 
Do you have 
~
but your hair 
stylist doesn't? 
I~ JA~ii1A:i. 
Street 
can help! 
WE DELIVER! 
Best Chicago-style 
Chinese food in town 
Mon: 4pm-9pm 
Tues-Thurs: 11 am-9pm 
Fri-Sat: 11 am-1 Opm 
Sun: 11am-9pm 
348-1232 
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ 
ACROSS 
1 Ones running 
things 
16 It's black and 
tan 
39 In need of a lift 
40 Kind of 
inspection 
41 Highly amusing 
17 Rooster holder 44 Sports 
supporter 
18 Armies 46 Discontinuities 
19 Rooster holder, B kl 
ma be 47 roo yn 
y Dodgers pitcher 
20 "Good for life" Labine 
sloganeer 49 Robert of 
21 Passbook abbr. Broadway's "My 
22 Short units, Fair Lady" 
l>0rhaps 54 With nothing out 
23 Not straight up of place 
28 Coverage 57 Flashlight 
provider, briefly alternative 
30 Gone, and 
never to return 
37 Where to see 
many rams? 
38 Sulky racer 
58 Comment when 
something is 
over your head 
DOWN 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
1 Dash part 
2 Bygone 
cracker 
brand 
3 Discord deity 
4 Shut (up) 
s Some 
tributes 
6 Took place 
7 Professeur's 
charge 
8 It covers the 
main points 
9 Smith 
who won 
Wimbledon 
in 1972 
10TV 
component 
11 It ended in 
1806:Abbr. 
12 1970-72 
CBS sitcom 
13 Like some 
pools 
~n..:~~ 14 Is obviously 
happy 
15 Lapses 
21 Film director 
Vittorio 
~~~~'r!T,.mtnl-w4 .ii*~~~ 22 Passage 
preventer 
23 Recipe 
direction 
starter 
tJl:....Jl:--r~~~~~~~--,, 
~1 ~~'N\\~ ~ 
1~~~~™~ ~ 
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University Court and Universicy 
Apartments. 
"The master plan is based on 
years of survey resulcs provided by 
pasr and currenc residents," Nadler 
said. 
"The plan begins ro address 
areas of weaknesses and leverages 
strengths ro maximize smdent 
growth and development, retention 
and satisfaction," said Nadler. 
Students have reacted with 
posmve feedback abour rhe 
improved living spaces. 
Tyler King, a sophomore 
elementary education major and 
residenr at Ford Hall. said, "I like 
the stackable furnirure because ir 
lers you do prerry much anyrhing in 
the room." 
By having a nice place co live 
studencs will continue to occupy 
housing and their room and board 
fees make ir possible co have 
renovations. 
"We have a self-funded auxiliary, 
meaning the money doesn'r come 
from the state, but the scudencs that 
!he with us," Hudson said. "We're 
not borrowing money." 
"In addition ro the master plan, 
we are also operating under an 
unfunded stare mandate ro install 
fire suppression sprinkler systems in 
all residence halls by 2013," Nadler 
said. 
"We are pleased co be offering 
these enhanced safety and security 
features, but the coses of installation 
are significant." 
All rhe money we raise goes 
directly to the project and making 
sure the halls are kept up well, 
Hudson said. 
When a person hears $70 
million, it seems like a lot, and it is 
a substantial number, but Eastern 
continues to have lower living rates 
than most schools throughout the 
scare, Hudson said. 
"At EIU we work hard to keep 
costs co a minimum," Nadler said. 
"We are very sensitive co the cost of 
attendance as well as the direct cost 
of housing and meal expenses." 
Southern Illinois University 
at Carbondale, gees money from 
... .-.: 
SIU s master plan costs S200 milf!Otl. 
loans, has a master plan costing 
$200 million. 
"They're having a hard rime 
coming up with the money," 
Hudson said. 
"I believe EIU does a great job 
of achieving the delicate balance 
bet\veen improvements and housing 
races," Nadler said. 
John Biembaum, assistant vice 
president for srudenr services at 
Western Illinois University, said their 
campus is undergoing changes as 
they study marketing and planning 
strategies while renovating. 
One big project they have 
invested in recently was a residence 
hall builr three years ago. 
Western has revenue bond so 
the money rhey utilize co build and 
renovate comes from student room 
and board fees and through bonds, 
Bicrnbaum said. 
Eastern has recently spent $1.5 
million just to make renovations to 
Thomas Hall, and in the future, the 
sprinkler systems alone are going to 
cost $12 million. 
"It adds up in a hurry," Hudson 
said. 
While cosmetic changes are 
appreciared by residents, several 
renovations need to take place 
that often go unnoticed. Nadler's 
examples include: improvements 
to decrrical, heating, ventilation, 
air-conditioning systems and 
plumbing. 
"The housing master plan 
reaches a sense of balance with 
regard co the necessary and desired 
improvements," he said. 
"We do our very best ro be 
proactive whenever possible, 
Poteete Property R entals 
930 Lincoln Avenue 
Charleston, IL. 61920 
217 - 345-5088 
News IJI 
DANIEL NADLER I VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
"In addition to the master plan, we are also operating under an 
unfunded state mandate to install fire suppression sprinkler systems 
in a . I - - -- L-~~: ~; ~~~ ! . We are p!ea!~~ ~~ ~o ftffo•in~ thoe o 
enhanced safety and security features, but the costs of installation 
are significant." 
attempting co avoid breakdowns 
and inoperable systems." 
People involved in master 
planning have a lot of responsibility 
as they need co be sharp thinkers and 
ready for obstacles says Biernbaum. 
"It's always evolving." Biernbaum 
said. "Liccle things creep up that you 
don't plan for." 
While unexpected problems 
have occurred, Biernbaum said he 
chinks Wesccrn's housing executives 
have a good structure for the next 
five to 10 years. 
Colleges and universmes, 
including Eastern, make changes 
based on scudenc focus groups, 
surveys, and Residence Hall 
Association input co find our what 
occupanrs want. 
Hudson and Nadler agreed 
Eastern's housing should provide 
a place where scudents will want 
co live and their feedback is 
important. 
Biembaum, who is also an 
Eastern alumnus, said Hudson also 
has a good structure. 
"He has a well thought our plan 
for the next five years," Biernbaum 
sa'id. 
"We arc experiencing an increase 
in student satisfaction levels, 
evidenced by an increasing number 
of students wanting co reside on 
campus beyond the freshman year," 
Nadler said. 
"It's up in the air, but I wouldn't 
mind living there again next year," 
King said. 
Biernbaum bas been impressed 
wirh the changes Eastern has 
gone through such as interior 
improvements and landscaping 
around residence halls. 
He said Eastern scudents are 
lucky co have the housing staff and 
Hudson who is a highly-respected 
housing direccor and has provided 
so much. 
While many colleges and 
universities have master plans for 
various improvements, "Eastern 
Illinois University has, in my 
opinion, one of the 6.nesc housing 
master plans in rhe country," Nadler 
said. 
"They're doing a loc of good 
things," Biernbaum said. "The plan 
they have will be beneficial for 
generations co come." 
I University Union Bowling Lanes 
COSMIC BOWLING 
·~ 
Friday & Saturday Night 
9:30pm - 12:30am 
Phone: 581-7457 
$3 OFF 
PRICE OF ADMISSION 
Admission includes: Barn Dance, Hillbilly 
Hayride, Colossal 10-Acre Corn Maze, Train 
Robbery, Old-fashioned Kiddie Carnival, 
and Gunsmoke Alley 
May not be combined with any other offer or promotion. Limit one 
coupon per visit. May be used for up to six persons per visit. 
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Deer-vehicle accidents on the rise in Illinois 
By Cltris Essig 
Senior Oty Reporter 
CHRIS MCCLOUD 1 ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
rimes their one and only encounter 
with a car kills them. 
In 2005 the number of motorists 
killed by running into a deer nearly 
doubled, moving from ~ix in 2004 
co 11. This is the highest fatality 
counc since the Ulinois Departmenr 
of Transportation (IOOT) began 
keeping crack in 1989. 
"Quite frankly, we've seen for a while that deer are becoming more 
comfortablie in urban settings because of urban sprawl and economic 
growth." 
The sum of this mean more 
dangers for drivers. 
Any time you get behind the 
wheel you muse realize char there is 
a good possibility there will be deer 
in the area, Vanover said. "They can 
be anywhere and they are."' 
Eight of those 11 were 
either drivers or passengers of 
motorcycles, marking the first year 
that the majoriry of fatalities were 
motorcyclists. In 2004, half of 
che six fatalities were motorcycle 
related. 
Matt Vanover, spokesperson for 
IDOT. said the reason for the spike 
needs to be studied further. It's too 
early to tell if there is some sore of 
cause or if it is jusr a ming of bad 
luck for motorcyclists. 
"However, we do know that 
in the last five to seven years 
motorcyclisrs have gready increased 
and the number of motorcycles has 
increased as well," he said. 
Preliminary statistics showed, 
overall, the number of deer-vehicle 
accidents bas decreased 8 percent 
from 25,831 ro 23,694 in 2005. 
1l1e departmenc doesn't break chose 
numbers down into which were 
motorcycle relared and which were 
nor. 
A definitive answer as co why 
the number has gone down since 
2004 is not available. Vanover said. 
the number usually varies by year 
without making any drastic swings. 
Even with the drop. only rwo 
orher states in America saw more 
accidents berween July 1, 2004, 
and June 30, 2005, than Illinois: 
Pennsylvania and Michigan. Each 
year deer-vehicle accidents cause 
abour $1 billion in damages, 
according to Scace Farm's Web site. 
Peggy Smith, analyst in strategic 
resources for Seate Farm, said that the 
insurance company doesn't release 
information on how much damage 
was done in a particular state. Mid-
October to January is mating season 
for deer, the most prevalenc time 
of year for them. Dusk co dawn is 
rypically when they search for their 
mate and food sources, causing a 
problem for mororisrs because the 
night sky often hides deer lurking 
on and around the roads, Chris 
McCloud, communicarions major 
for the Illinois Department of 
Natural Resources, said. 
While deer prefer areas near 
streams, rivers, bean fields and 
other areas that provide "natural 
cover and nacural food services," all 
l 02 counties reported deer-vehicle 
crashes last year, including highly 
urbanized Cook Counry, Vanover 
said. In fact, 995 deer-vehicle 
accidencs occurred in Cook Counry 
in 2005, the highest in che state. 
Thomas Nelson, Biology 
professor. said there are so many 
more people and cars in the area, 
meaning more changes for the deer 
to get hit. 
"It doesn't necessarily mean there 
are more deer (in urban areas) or 
they are dumber,M Nelson said. 
McCloud added that they are 
seeing an on-going pattern char 
leads deer into cities. 
"Quite frankly we've seen for 
awhile thac deer are becoming 
more comfortable in urban settings 
because of urban sprawl and 
economic growth," McCloud said. 
McCloud used a human analogy 
to explain: current generations are 
more likely to be comfortable with 
using a microwave than say their 
grandparents. 
The same goes deer. Because 
of urban expansion, younger 
generations are becoming 
accustomed to being around cities 
and humans so they are not as afraid 
of humans as older generations may 
have been. 
Other reasons revolve around 
the nature of the deer themselves. 
Deer live in very close quarters 
and often times don't move more 
than a square mile away from their 
birthplace. Besides their abiliry to 
adapt, deer also have a reproduction 
rate of rwo fawns a year, Nelson 
said, meaning it doesn't take long 
for rheir population co rise. 
And despire what cars have done 
and will continue to do to deer, 
they don't have the capaciry nor the 
communication methods to connect 
the docs like humans would. 
"Ic's not in their nature ro relate 
cars and roads with danger," Nelson 
said. They might be more caurious 
if they have a close call but often 
Drivers should also be aware of 
their daily routes they take to get 
to work, go co the store, etc. If the 
driver notices a deer along their 
path once, chances are they will be 
there again ac a later date, McCloud 
said 
· Also, look out for forested areas 
along the roads and anywhere that 
may be a natural breeding ground 
for deer. If you see one deer cross 
the road, don't speed up thinking 
you've avoided the danger because if 
there is one, there are usually others, 
McCloud said. 
Drivers can also flash their lights 
and honk their horn if they sec a 
deer in the middle of the road ro 
scare them on their way, be said. 
If you do happen ro bit a deer, 
first and foremost access the injuries 
and call the local police and/or 911. 
Any damage over $500 muse be 
reported. 
If the deer is still in the middle 
of the road, leave it to an IDOT 
worker to clean it up. 
"Don't put yourself in danger 
by trying co move the deer off the 
roadwar," Vanover said. 
Trick-or-treaters coming to Greek Court 
Gree• Life plan a 
'spook'tacular night for 
parents and children 
FISTNCTS 
By TNnia Rllffi• 
Campus Reporter 
..._ 5 to 9 p.m., Tuesday, Oct 31 (ldess olbenlllse,... ll story) 
Eastern studencs have a trick or 
maybe (!Ven a treat ro give to the 
kids of Charleston on the night of 
Halloween. 
Universiry Housing and Dining 
services and Greek Court will 
sponsor activities for rhe Charlescon 
community this upcoming Tuesday. 
Natalie Kuchar, the public relation 
graduate studenc for housing and 
dining, said providing activities for 
the CharJesron communiry gives 
students a sense of communit:y. 
"It brings wonderful 
environment because a lot of people 
miss home and they li~e sec children 
dress in costumes," KuChar said. 
Students arc: excited to see the 
kids according to Kuchar. 
This excitemenc is apparenc in 
the studenc's eagerness co decorate 
the residence halls. 
·1heir orange and purple spider 
webs Stretch from comer to comer 
on the ceiling. 
Jack-o-lanterns, with creepy and 
crooked smiles, are posted. on the 
porches of university aparimencs 
and Greek houses. 
Students even have orange lights 
Aashing out of their windows. 
lhe decorations and ocher 
prepararions have given the 
communiry a prev!ew of an 
amusing, ghoulish night to come. 
"It is more than candy that we're 
giving," Kuchar said. 
Residence halls, including 
Andrews, Weller, Lincoln 1homas 
and Carman. will give children bags 
lfuc•d•• Jab F•lr 
Wednesday, November 8, 2006 
9 am-1 pm 
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union 
Whllf,altOuld I expect at 'the job fair? 
Check outaur worlmhop on llonday, 10/301 
8·7 p.m., 2180 Buzzard 
All students considering a career 1n education are encouraged to attend! 
Find a list of employers and upcoming workshops 
online at:www.eiu.edu/-careers 
of candy and rrcars. 
Children can also participate in 
canoo painting, coloring, games, 
Fear Faccor-EIU Sryle and spider 
bracelet-making from 5 to 7 p.m. in 
Scevenson. 
Ocher halls, including Ford, 
Weller, Taylor and Lawson, will 
have srorytclling and games in 
addition to giving out candy. 
Lambda Alpha Odea, Greek 
Court Council and National 
Panhellenic Council will sponsor 
various activities, including Bozo 
buckets, craft making and pumpkin 
painting. &nior Shannon Harper, 
community service vice president 
of the Panhellenic Council, said 
sometimes Greeks are given negative 
connoracions and providing 
sen·ice cvenrs can counteract the 
connotations. 
"It is csscnrial that we give back 
co the communiry char gives so 
much to us," Harper said. 
Rich Higginbotham, the 
communiry service vice president 
of the Panhellenic Incer-Fracerniry 
Council, said giving candy and 
seeing children in their costumes is 
what makes Halloween fun. 
"le will be a positive atmosphere 
all around and I am looking forward 
co the event," he said. 
All events are from 5 to 9 
p.m., Halloween nighc, except for 
Pemberton Hall. 
On Mondav, Pemberton will 
host its annual. Halloween Kids 
Night from 7uo 9 p.m. 
Friday: SI. 75 Domestic Bott=-=le-=-s _....,...,,___"'-
$2.50 Premium Rums 
$5.00 Domestic Pitchers 
Live.Music w/ THE RUM RUNNERS 
- - -Saturday: HALLOWEEN PAR1Y 
.J  $2.50 YOU CALL IT .(~ ~ COSTUME CONTEST 
..ot RV""- $100 First Place· $50 Second 
Live Music w/ ELSINORE 
-Sunday: NFL SUNDAY TICKET 
$1 .00 Coors Light Pints 
$4.00 Coors Light Pitchers 
' S 1.50 Rail Drinks 
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NFL I DALLAS COWBOYS QB SITUATION 
-T. BIS I MCT 
Dallas Cowboys quarterback Drew aledsoe Is dropped for a safety in the first quarter of Monday's 36-22 loss against the New York Giants. Bledsoe 
is being replaced by Eastern graduate Tony Romo as the Cowboys' starting quarterback this Sunday when Dallas plays Carolina. • 
Romo now the man 
Former Pa•tller getti•g clla•ce to start i• place of i•cosiste•t vetera• Bledsoe o• Su•day 
The Associated Press circumstances for the better." 
IRVING, Texas - Drew Bledsoe knew his 
interception near the goal line just before halftime 
was a horrible play. He never thought it might be 
the last pas.~ he'd throw for chc Dallas Cowboys. 
One of the things that did help Bledsoc's cause 
in keeping his staning job until chc second half 
of Monday night's 36-22 loss to chc Giants was 
his completion percentage. And Terrell Owens 
had something co do with Bledsoc's downfall 
from Big D quarterback to benched. 
quarterbacks in midseason. The coach often has 
been loyal to veteran quarterbacks, including 
41-ycaf-Old Vinny Tescaverde through a 6-10 
Cowboys season rwo years ago. 
But, chis time, Parcells is benching the player 
he drafted No. 1 for chc New England Patriots 
in 1993. 
Bledsoc's critical interception in a 36-22 loss 
co chc New York Giants came when the Cowboys 
(3-3) had a chance to take the lead in a game to 
determine first place in chc NFC East. Bledsoe 
already had been sacked four times, once for a 
safety. 
A fourth-year pro undrafted our of Division 
1-M Eastern Illinois, Romo never had thrown 
a pass before this season. His only two passes 
before Monday were a pair of completions in the 
previous game, with a TD to Terrell Owens in 
chc dosing minutes of a 34-6 victory over the 
Houston Texans. 
Romo will be the ninth starting quarterback 
for the Cowboys since Hall of Farner Troy 
Aikman retired after the 2001 season. Romo 
didn't appear in chc locker room Wednesday. Blcdsoc's demotion became official Wednesday 
when Bill Parcells said Tony Romo, who took 
over at quarterback in the second half Monday 
night, will make his first career start Sunday 
night at Carolina. 
"It's a very, very disappointing situation for 
me, but I can't go back and change it," said 
Bledsoe, in his 14th season. "Obviously, I would 
like co be the guy stlll, and I really in my heart 
of hearts believe chat I give us the best chance 
Romo threw three interceptions; one on 
his first play and another returned 96 yards for 
a touchdown. But he still showed he could be 
effective. Romo scrambled and completed 14 of 
25 passes for 227 yards and two touchdowns, 
and Bashed more footwork running for a 2-point 
conversion. 
"Any time you do something like chis, it's not 
without a lot of consideration," Parcells said. 
"I've been thinking about it for some time .... 
Hopefully, maybe as the team is comprised right 
now, he might be able co do a couple of things 
that assist us." 
Bledsoe has himed chat Dallas - and his 
reunion with Parcells chat began last season -will 
be his last NFL stop. He showed no inccresc in 
New England or Buffalo of being a mentor or an 
insurance policy. 
. " cowm. 
Parcells doesn't chink so anymore, and is 
doing something he rarely has done - changing 
"Deep down, I feel like Tony is a different 
kind of quarterback than Bledsoc,n Parcells said . 
"And, maybe, wc might be able co put some of 
chose abilities to work .... Maybe we can ale er our "I'm sure he doesn't want to back up, bur 
» Stevens 
FROM PAGE 16 
(I believe my mom was 
subconsciously preparing 
me for college with that 
one). 
In the pros, the playoff 
picture bcgim to form when 
the thermometer drops. 
Ac the high school 
level, the first round of the 
playoffs begin chis weekend 
all across the country. 
There's no difference 
in 1-M football. This is 
Showdown Saturday (chat's 
right, I've given this week's 
slate of games a corny 
catchphrase to emphasize 
my point. Why? ESPN here 
I come). 
Ocher than the Eastern/ 
UT-Martin game, there :ire 
three ocher contests that 
feature a pair of Top 15 
teams and major playoff 
consequences. 
Down in che 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
(do regular Virginians still 
call it chat? Suddenly getting 
rile. ~t)g like l slrw41 be 
describing the Hamilton-
Burr duel), two schools 
separated by a couple of 
hours will battle for their 
playoff lives. 
Fifth-ranked James 
Madison (6-1, 4-0) takes 
its undefeated Atlantic 10 
conference record to l 3ch-
rankcd Richmond (5-2, 2-
2). 
For chose not craveling 
on the Panther bus 
headed to Marcin, Tenn., 
a recommendation could 
be made to make the trek 
to Normal co see arguably 
the best 1-M ream in the 
country. 
If Illinois Scace convcns 
a two-point conversion in 
its season-opener at I-A 
Kansas Seate, rhey would be 
the unanimous number one 
team in every poll in che 
nation. 
It was without a doubt 
the definition of a gutsy 
call by head coach Denver 
Johnson. but it gave. ,rbip 
team the fire co win big 
games. 
The Redbirds (6-l, 3-
0) have the one of most 
potent offenses in the 
country led by quarterback 
Luke Drone and workhorse 
tailback Pierre Rembert. 
They also have the two best 
linebackers in the nation in 
Cameron Siskowic and Kye 
Stewart. 
Tenth-ranked 
Youngstown Seate (6-2, 3-
1), while still a major power 
and playoff contender, has 
not been the same program 
since former head coach Jim 
Tressel, along with his tie 
and sweater vest combo, left 
for the Buckeyes. 
A win for the Penguins 
would be cheir first 
championship. 
In a rematch of the 
2005 national semifinal, 
eighth-ranked Furman will 
try to not only shock top-
ranked Appalachian Scace, 
buc rum its playoff chances 
from unlikely with a loss to 
guaranteed with a win. 
Needless to say, these 
schools hate each ocher, and 
when they gee together it's 
guaranteed to be a back and 
forth masterpiece. 
The cop-ranked 
Mountaineers have the 
longest home winning 
streak in 1-M football at 
22 games, but their last non 
I-A loss was to the Paladins. 
Furman defeated APSU 
in the 2005 regular scasoa; 
but was just a. foomom.~ 
the rematch. :i illl=~-
In last ~· 8 
classic:. m. 
23-21 .... ~ 
fullhldt,~~ 
...-..; 
. . 
spods lfl 
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The Panther men won the 
OVCs last year by passing the 
favored Eastern Kentucky runners 
at the end of the race. 
"Lase year was a pretty good 
experience. We caught them in the 
last (kilometer) because we knew 
we had to be paticl)t,• senior Dave 
Carlson said. "We arc hoping to 
do the same thing this year with 
Eastern Kentucky as well as SEMO 
because they are also ranked ahead 
of us." 
Other coaches are anxious about 
how their men's runners compare 
to the Panthers. 
"I am really interested to sec 
what my guys can do against 
Brad Buder and Dave Carlson. 
My runners know about Carlson 
and have a lot of respect for him, 
and the same goes for Buder," said 
SEM 0 head coach Miles Krieger. 
Eastern Kentucky men are 
favored to win again chis year but 
head coach Rick Erdmann said that 
they have been capable of winning 
in the past and have not done so. 
"Eastern Illinois is chc defending 
champions. They beat us last year 
and I have a lot of respect for 
them," Erdmann said. "They have 
an aggressiveness and I respect the 
way they come out and compete 
in the OVCs. Numerous times 
we were more capable of winning. 
But like last year's OVCs, wc were 
ahead at the cwo, three, and four 
mile markers, but Eastern just 
came after us and picked us off one 
by one in chc end.• 
Eastern Kentucky's Jacob Korir 
has won the men's race the past t;wo 
years, was All-American last year 
and is the best runner in the OVC 
in chis season. 
"Jacob Korir is ridiculously 
good. No one is going to even 
worry about him; he is just too 
good," Carlson said. 
The Samford women hdd the 
top four spots last year, the cop five 
spots in 2004 and arc favored to 
do well again chis year. Samford 
runner Lauren Blankenship won 
the women's race the previous cwo 
years and was second in 2003. 
Katherine Herring of Samford 
placed second in the OVC race 
lase year and is expected to be a big 
contender for the number one spot 
in the women's race. 
"There arc two Samford girls, 
Herring and Britney Almaguer, 
chat arc way ahead of the field and 
two EKU girls arc probably going 
place high too," Flounders said. 
"Masanct cold us that five through 
15 is wide open for whoever wants 
it chat day. The rest of us are similar 
talent wise. Whoever has the heart 
is going to get it." 
Masanet said char he is shooting 
for the cop three spots merall for 
both the men and womens lralDS. 
"On the mens side, it is die most 
amount of parity lw 1ee11 in our 
league in a Jong dme. lhae's been 
ycan wfien thent hu beett plenty 
of good mams and good runners, 
budw newr teen this many teams 
...0, bmti« good shot," he said. 
l f I net allo said the way 
diiagdoolr, be is expecting a battle 
'with Austin Peay, Morehead State, 
and Samford for third in chc men's 
nee. 
•Austin Peay and Morehead 
State have both beat our guys chis 
year," he said. "They shouldn't have 
and we can beat them this weekend. 
But those arc the two teams along 
with Samford that we are going to 
battle with for third." 
Masanet said on paper the 
women look as if they will come in 
third, behind Samford and EKU, 
but Morehead and SEMO are also 
going to prl:Scnt a cha.lletige; 
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A LL ACCESS WITH 
JILLIAN BLONDELL 
Junior ) womens cross 
country runner Jillian 
Blondell misses the shopping 
malls of Downers Grove. She 
originally started running 
cross country as a way to 
get in shape for basketball 
season. She has dressed up as 
Superwoman for Halloween 
and is planning her current 
Halloween costume. 
Blondell spoke with staff 
reporter Brandy Provaznik 
about what it is like having 
her younger sister on the 
team, her expectations for 
this weekend's Ohio Valley 
Conference cross country 
championships and what she 
does to prepare for a race. 
EllC atm I 111E llULT WTElll IEIS 
Junior women's cross country runner Jillian Blondell stretches before practice earlier in the week. Blondell will compete in this weekend's 
Ohio Valley Conference cross country championship. 
WHO DO YOU LIVE WITH, AND WHAT IS THAT UKE? 
I live wich my sister, Jessica Blondell, Megan Balas, and 
Meghan Kennedy, which the three of chem are all on the 
cross country and crack team, which is awesome because we 
have the same schedules and it works out really well. And 
then Meggie Eck, who plays basketball here, and I think 
living with her was the first time living with a different 
athlete. 
I feel like ic works out really well because she is basically 
on the same schedule but sometimes hers is a linle off. 
But it overall works ouc because .;;e all have spores to go 
to and ic makes it more of a controlled environment co live 
chan having people char aren't in athletics. 
We are all pretty equal when it comes to living 
arrangements. I mean we all, we have a dishwasher and 
stuff so ic makes chings a loc easier and we don't have co 
worry abouc doing dishes and scuff so we put scuff in there. 
I mean we all, basically our scuff is all in our room so I 
mean I am pretty messy when it comes to my room. 
I clean at the beginning of the week and by the cime 
Wednesday comes around it is a disaster. But I mean my 
sister and I arc pretty messy. 
The ocher chrec arc pretty neat, I'd say. Meggie's a linle 
messy, coo. 
WHAT IS IT UIE BEING ON THE SAME TEAM AS YOUR 
UTILE SISTER? 
I really enjoy ic. In high school we had our ups and downs 
being on the same team, but once I went away to college, 
when I came co Eastern, she wanted to follow me. 
I was acrually encouraging it because we got along a 
lot becter when I went away. Last year she was an amazing 
runner. 
She did so well in running, in cross country and track, even 
though she was running through an injury and everything. 
I chink ic is an awesome experience co run with someone; 
you know how they run, you know how they train and 
everything. le also helps a lor during the summer times when 
you have to train and you don't have your ceammaces around. 
You always have someone who sleeps in the next bed and you 
just go wake chem up and be like, "Lees go do our workout 
or do whacever." And she is one of my best friends so it works 
out really well. 
WHEN YOU GUYS WERE GROWING UP DID YOU GUYS 
RACE EACH OTHER? 
When we were in, chis is funny, when we were in junior 
only had a seventh and eighth grade middle school, bur the 
coach lee her run because she was a precty decent runner in 
elementary school. 
He moved her up and lee her run on the team, and she had 
a really good first experience in sixth grade. Then at the end of 
our cross country team during our middle school, we joined 
another ceam which was the junior nationals. So we went co 
nacionals together and it was a precty cool experience, but we 
were in different age levels so we didn't really get co race each 
other then. 
But when we goc in high school, I was in rugh school and 
she was still in middle school, she was an awesome runner. I 
was kind of nervous for her co come up in the rugh school 
level but as a junior and she was a freshman in rugh school, I 
was still better than her. 
I chink it was just because I was stronger and she was still 
building up how co get used co the high school running. Then 
once we goc to my senior year, she was a loc better than me 
and it was something I jusc had co get used co. 
For a long time my senior year I was upset because my 
lictle sister was beating me; chat's not normal, we don't wane 
chat to happen. 
But then once I got through my senior year and once she 
came here, it was just a known thing that she was such a great 
runner and she had so much heart and dcdicacion that she 
would just do becter than me. So I got used to it. 
WHAT KEEPS YOU GOING WHEI YOU ARE RUINING AND 
YOU'RE TIRED? WHAT DO YOU THiii ABOUT? 
Now, I feel like I have had just a really good season This 
season I haven't really thought about a lot of negative things 
about running. 
Before, I was hurt a lot my freshman and sophomore year 
so during chat time it was just basically like "finish line, finish 
line," anything with the workout, "jusc gee co the finish line." 
I don't even know whac to think, you don't even know whac 
you chink about half the time. With runners, you ask anyone 
whac they thought abour, they'll go, "I have no idea." Ic's 
something you just can't explain. Now chat I've been healthy 
since last track season, I feel like now it is just so easy. 
It comes so easy to me chac I don't really chink abouc a 
Joe. le is like focusing on the workout, focusiii.g on your arms 
and legs and how chis is going co make things becter in the 
upcoming meets and your competition. You can think about 
all the small things dealing with making yourselfbecter. 
WHAT KINDS OF THINGS DO YOU DO TO PREPARE FOR A 
MEm 
high, aetually I scarced running in junior high, like seventh Usually eat the same ching in the morning. I usually cat 
grade to gee in shape for baskecball. oatmeal or something, and that is just a normal thing. I 
I didn't really enjoy running, but all of a sudden, cross don't ear a lot before I race because I feel when I am almost 
country season, you goc good, so people thought, '"No, you hungry before a race it makes me race better. Also, I ca1k 
have co scick with running, don't worry about the ocher a lot before I run, and then once it gets to warm up and 
things." strides and everything, I shut my mouth. I also listen to a 
So I am in eighth grade, my sister was in sixth grade; we lot of songs before I race. I have a select few that I listen 
I ' 1. .I 1 1 I 
to before because it just gets me excited and ready to run. 
WHAT DO YOU MISS MOST ABOUT DOWNERS GROVE? 
Well, my sister and I are big shoppers, so we miss the mall. 
There is three differenc malls in our area, which is about 20 to 
25 minutes away or less. I miss shopping. 
I miss all the different food places you have to choose 
from. Everything is closer. 
Yeah, you have to drive places to gee there, where here 
you could walk, but it is well wonh ic because everything 
is a loc closer there. If you want to go co a better restaurant 
you'd have co drive sometimes to Champaign and get 
something when at home it's like 10 minuces of a drive. I 
miss the shopping and restaurancs. Civilization maybe. 
klaits 
............................. 
D My coaches aMays ellCX)Ul'age US, lie we'd try to at 
auses and they'd be le "No, you're not go11g to be llhere 
you wn to be f you don' flllprwe and do al 1he sd )'OU're 
~to do.• Blskaly l was to gd In shifl'. and 1ben I 
~ t and ll(ided •llMl9 iL 
................... 
11 After conference is usually our big conference gathering 
because conference is OYer and everyone dresses up, acting 6ke 
idiots and whatever. 
My sister and I are thinking about being something but we 
aren't realy sure yet so we win wait and see how the w.ekend 
turns out 
Ever smce I've been in college, I guess I could say. it has always 
been a random decision what you're going to be last minute 
because we have the conference meet that day and so it is usuaJloj 
lite a jam-packed weekend. 
And so my freshman year I was a hippie and that was thrown 
together Ill about 3 seconds. 
KiKI of a ftmy costume And then last year I was 
SuperwomanJMan, I guess you aiuld say. 
I threw on a godly oulfk. It was ;a riclmous; I had on blue 
11111119 tl;lts. my roommate had red Ike lxl\Z or spandex 
undefwear t)'pe deal, I had a Superman shirt and I wore a red 
cape. It was ridlcutous. We have planned a llde .bit better this~ 
We'w been plannllg for a CDl4lfe weeks so~ it• twn 
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YOWYBALL I WEEKEND MATCHES 
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Sophomore outside hitter Caitlin Balsam bumps up the ball during the Homecoming game last Saturday at Lantz Arena. 
Winning with youth 
Younger players highlight 
Panthers' lineup 
Adam Luck 
Stall Reporter 
Eastern's staning team has been a bit 
younger lately. 
Since Oct. 14, freshman outside hitter 
Jessica Wheeler has been staning every 
match for the Panthers. That same night, 
freshman setter Lauren Schutte staned in 
place of Maren Crabtree. 
"I like what I'm seeing there," head coach 
Lori Bennett said. 
"I like what I stt in the numbers they're 
putting up for us in the match and they're 
relaxed and playing good volleyball. They're 
doing a great job offensively." 
Eastern will not be the only team with 
younger players on the coun Friday night 
when the Panthers host Austin Peay. 
Austin Peay Stans the only freshman on 
their roSter, outside hiner Kirstin Distler, 
head coach Corey Carlin said. 
"She has a very high volleyball I.Q.," 
he said. "She comes from a grC2t training 
background and she really knows the game. 
Just having her court awareness and her 
experience on the floor has been contagious 
to.the rest of the girls." 
Distler cwrently leads the Governors in 
service aces and is averaging 1.89 kills per 
game. 
Wheeler, who has played 15 games so far, 
has an average of 2.9 kills per game. 
When Wheeler started against Murray 
State on Oct. 14, she led the team with 21 
kills. Since then, she has had 20 more in cwo 
matches. She cwrently has 44 kills for the 
season. 
"Jess has a really nice hitting percentage 
in just the few matches that she's played in," 
Bennett said. 
"She's doing a nice job blocking for us 
as well. She has a nice aggressive serve and 
she will get a Joe better at ball control. We've 
seen some great improvements from her so 
far this year. She's just going co continue 
to get better because she's a tremendous 
athlete." 
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL I WORLD SERIES 
When Schutte started against Mwray 
State, she had 41 assists and 10 digs, 
recording her first double-double in her first 
match. 
She added 75 assists and 13 more digs co 
those totals this past weekend. 
"Schutte has just done a great job running 
our offense and keeping all of our hitters 
calm and stable and focused," Bennett said. 
"That's something that you look for in a 
setter, and she's lately been doing a good 
job." 
Schutte has attributed this success on 
keeping the team's spirit up during the 
game. 
"I'm just telling them what they're going 
co hit and keeping them motivated," she 
said. 
Bennett attributed both women's 
successes so far to how relaxed they are on 
the court. 
"They're just a little bit more relaxed,". 
Bennett said. 
"They're able co focus a bit better and 
kind of relax and enjoy playing and have 
some success as a result of thac." 
Panther Briefs 
Rugby looks to keep 
unbeaten streak alive 
Eastern defeated Georgia 37-0 Wednesday in 
Athens, Ga. The Panthers (7-0) will look to keep 
its unbeaten streak alive Saturday when it plays 
Florida in Oemson, S.C. The game against Georgia 
was an addition to the schedule because of two 
canceled games earlier in the season. 
The final game added to the Panthers schedule 
was a road contest with Loyola (Chicago). 
The Panthers have only given up 10 points all 
year and have outscored Its opponents 2 41-0 in 
Its last lour matches. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Former Panther earns hoDOr 
Beth Aussin was honored by the Missouri Valley 
Conference Friday as one of the all-centennial 
players. 
Aussin, who played at Eastern from 1995 to 
1998, still holds the MVC record for career assists 
with 44. 
Aussin was one of 21 players selected by the 
MVC, which is celebrating its 1 OOth year, to the 
centennial squad. · 
Aussin finished her Eastern career with 39 
goals, 44 assists. nine game-winning goals and 
122 points. All of these statistics are still in the top 
three at Eastern. 
Aussin was a recruit for the program's 
inaugural season in 1995 and helped lead 
Eastern to a 48-29-2 record in her four years in 
Charleston. 
"Beth was a leader, especially through her play 
on the field," said former EIU head coach Steve 
Ballard in a press release. "She was an explosive 
player with the ball and obviously was unselfish 
in sharing it with others. She always brought her 
A-game with her and was one of the three or four 
players that helped establish EIU women's soccer 
as a championship program." 
MEN'S SOCCER 
M•'s Soccer takes H Drake 
The Panthers play their last regular season 
game of the season Saturday in Des Moines, Iowa. 
Eastern (9-6-1) takes on Drake in both teams' 
regular season finale. 
The two Missouri Valley Conference opponents 
are already qualified for the conference 
tournament, which begins next Wednesday in 
Peoria. 
With a win, Eastern would solidify the fifth seed 
no matter what sixth-place Evansville does Friday 
against Western Kentucky. 
A loss or a tie, and an Evansville win would give 
the Panthers the sixth seed in the tournament. 
With a win and a Bradley loss and Missouri 
State loss, Drake could move into second place. 
The top two teams get a bye into the semifinals, 
which take place Friday, while the other four teams 
play Wednesday. 
-Compikd by rpom editor Matt Danu/s 
Cards Game 5 starter still a mystery 
Rainout makes LaRussa dedde 
between Reyes and Weaver 
The Associated Press 
ST. LOUIS - Jeff Weaver and Anthony 
Reyes sac togecher in che interview room, 
looking at each ocher and waiting for 
questions. There was one they couldn'c 
answer: Who's going to pitch Game 5 of the 
World Series for the St. Louis Cardinals? 
"I don't know which it's going to be, so 
they're both getting ready," St. Louis manager 
Tony La Russa said Wednesday. 
That decision will be delayed another 
day because Game 4 was postponed by rain 
Wednesday night. Jeff Suppan and the Detroit 
Tigers' Jeremy Bonderman will cry again on 
Thwsday, with the teams facing another iffy 
forecast. 
The Cardinals lead the besc-of-seven series 
2-1. 
Tigers manager Jim Leyland wouldn't 
discuss his options after Game 4 was called. 
Justin Verlander had been sec to go in Game 
5. but Kenny Rogers could move ahead of 
him if the Tigers face elimination. 
"You can speculate as you all do," Leyland 
said. "You can second guess how che rotation's 
going to go the rcsc of the series, whatever you 
want to do. 
•Jeremy Bondcrman is pitching the next 
game for the Tigers, he's earned it. He's one of 
our horses and he will be on the mound when 
Game 4 starts, whenever that may be: 
WORLD SERIES 
GAME 5 MATCHUP 
D£troit Tigers 
(Justin Verlander 17-9, 3.93 ~) 
AT 
St. Louis Cardil'ials (JelfffeMr 8-14. 5 76 
ERA or Anthony Reyes s.8 5.06 EM) 
After the Cardinals' third rainouc of the 
poscseason, La Russa said Reyes and Weaver 
would pitch Games 5 and 6 with the order 
to be determined by where the series stands. 
Weaver could go on regular rest in Game 5 on 
Friday followed by Reyes, a rookie, and ace 
Chris Carpenter on regular rest in a Game 7. 
That's rhe most likely scenario, although 
La Russa noted that he could bring back 
Carpenter on chree days' resc in Game 6 if 
the Cardinals needed a win co keep the series 
going. 
"What our record is has a loc co do with 
it," pitching coach Dave Duncan said. 
The rainouc means that Suppan, the MVP 
of the NL championship series, would be able 
to pitch only once in the series. 
The pre-game scene was unusual and 
somewhat awkward, although neither right-
handcr sounded too worried. 
"I always go at it like I'm going co pitch, so 
I just do everything I was going co do before, 
like I'm going to pitch," Reyes said. "If it's 
not my time, I jUSt try to prepare for the next 
one. 
n 
Eastern has played in some big 
games in the past. A first-round playoff 
game last season against Southern 
Illinois along with a Division II national 
title game in 1978 and 1979. 
But for Mark Hutson (above) and his 
team, Saturday's game at Ohio Valley 
Conference foe Tennessee-Martin is by 
far the biggest game of the season. 
Here are three reasons why the 
game against Martin is so important for 
Eastern. 
t . OVC dominance - 13 games 
and counting. That is the Panthers' 
winning streak in conference play. 
Four games and counting. That is the 
Skyhawks OVC winning streak. The 
Panthers are the trendsetter in the 
conference. 
If Martin is able to come away with 
a win, a new team will be looked up 
to in the OVC. And that team won't be 
Eastern. 
2. Playoff berth on line - The 
Panthers didn't come out of their non-
conference schedule unscathed. 
Two losses to I-A teams are 
understandable and the loss to Illinois 
State looks better now because the 
Redbirds are third in the nation. 
A loss to Martin Saturday puts an 
_ end to most playoff talk and makes 
Eastern not in control of its own destiny. 
3. Moving up the polls - No. 12 
Martin is two spots ahead of Eastern in 
the Sports Network Poll. 
With three other I-AA games being 
played this weekend that involve six 
teams ahead of Eastern, a Panther win 
should get them into the Top 10. 
Nthough the coaches say they don't 
pay attention to the polls, there is a 
little extra motivation because Martin 
is ranked higher than Eastern. And 
Eastern has a chance to prove the polls 
wrong with a win. 
- Matt Daniels 
MATTHEW STEVENS I 
THROWING HEAT 
I-AA IS WHERE 
IT'S AT 
No mactcr what the level, once 
the calendar changes to November 
it means you're bound co wimess 
high quality football macchups. 
For the record, other rules of 
thumb include: when you get 
tired of your relatives during 
Thanksgiving and Chrisanas 
(specifically that drunk uncle and 
chc 40,000 kids running around 
that you don't know). just get 
in your car and Start driving. 
Eventually you'll find a high school 
basketball tournament. 
The other one is: everything 
is okay as long as you're wearing 
dean underwear. 
U SEE STmltS, 
PAGE 13 
Matthew Stevens is a senior 
journalism major. He can be reached at 
danille1999@Jahoo.com 
CROSS COUNTRY I OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
llOlllE WROILEWSIQ I THE DAILT WTBUI llEWS 
Freshman Erin O'Grady runs during practice Thursday in Lantz Fieldhouse. Both the Panther men and women travel to Clarksville, Tenn., for 
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference Championship. Eastern already ran at the course in September and they feel they can use that to their 
advantage. "If we don't follow the race plan, having run there a month ago will do nothing for us," head coach Geoff Masanet said. 
Down to one meet 
Men expected to contend for championship while women hoping for a top three finish; Eastern 
has already ran on site of race and expects to use that aspect tq their advantage 
By Brandy Provuaik 
Staff P.eporter 
it precty well," Austin Peay head 
coach Doug Molnar said. "We 
also hope to have a big crowd, and 
thac also gives us a lictle bit of an 
advancage." 
already got that part out of the 
way." 
help them develop becter racing 
suategies. 
The Ohio Valley Conference 
Championship is what teams have 
prepared for all season long. 
The other meets were mainly 
about practice and preparation for 
this one meet. 
Easccrn Illinois, Murray Scace 
and Tennessee Tech arc three of 
the ocher schools that ran on this 
course earlier in chc season. 
What else some other teams 
might have to worry about is the 
weather. There is a 100 percent 
chance of rain Friday in Clarksville. 
It's expected to be clear on Saturday, 
but with lots of wind. 
"It looks like they have been 
getting a loc of rain there, so chc 
course could be a lictlc sloppy 
and hard co deal with, but we are 
just going to have to use what we 
know," senior Brad Runnion said. 
"We feel like we know ir 
intimately and we have an idea 
of how co really formulate a good 
sound race plan," head coach Geoff 
Masanet said. "Now we just have co 
put it into action and if we do that 
having run there a month ago will 
help us. If we don't follow the race 
plan, having run there a month 
ago will do nothing for us." 
This year the OVC's will be 
held on Saturday in Clarksville, 
Tenn., with Austin Peay hosting 
the event. 
"Anytime you can run at home 
you are going to have somewhat 
of an advantage. We run it a 
number of rimes a week; we know 
"It was really good for us to see 
the course. When we were racing 
there the first rime, there were 
turns and surprises we weren't 
ready for," senior Nicole Flounders 
said. "Some of the other teams will 
have co worcy about that now in 
the OVC's, and it is nice thac we 
Ir was beneficial for these 
tea.ms to get a heads up on what 
the course feels like, and it will 
Both the EIU men and women 
placed second at the Austin Peay 
Invitational in early September. 
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WOMEN'S SOCCER 1 l~ASTERN1, ILLINOIS STATE 0 
Steinhaus goal leads Eastern to win 
BJ Matt Daniels 
Sports Ed'rtor 
Junior forward Michelle Steinhaus has been 
in the right place ac the right time for most of 
the season for Eastern. 
The Lemone native was again in the righc 
place during Thursday's game against Illinois 
Scace in Normal. 
Steinhaus scored in the 51" minute off a 
rebound &om an Alexis Miller shot. 
Miller's shoe, which came after midfielder 
Jenny Bock sent the ball into the box on a 
corner kick, hie the crossbar and bounded down 
to Steinhaus. 
Steinhaus was the first player co couch the 
ball after Miller's shot and deposited it past ISU 
goalie Katie Grill-Donovan. 
"It was kind of a bang-bang play," said 
Eastern head coach Tim Nowak. "We did a good 
job framing the gq_al for putting (Steinhaus) in 
the right position. 
Her ream-leading fifth goal of the season, and 
17.i, of her career, proved to be the difference in 
the Panthers 1-0 win. 
le was Eascern's first win againsc lllinios Scace 
since 1998. 
"ISU's always been a rival for us," Steinhaus 
said. "We were assuming they'd give us another 
cough game." 
Eascern goalie Jenny Williams proved ro be 
tough on the Redbird's attack. The freshman 
saved a season-high eight shots in picking up 
her sixth shutout of the season. 
"She saved us quite a few rimes," Sceinhaus 
said. "She's noc afraid co throw her body around. 
That's what we needed her co do." 
The game was the lase for both Eastern 
and Illinois State before starting conference 
tournaments next week. 
This gave Nowak, and Redbirds head coach 
Pete Nowall. a chance to take our some key 
starters and also give more minutes co additional 
players. 
"I thought everybody got a subscantial 
amount of minutes," Nowak said. "You're able 
co rest people that need rest and are able to try 
to do some different things." 
The Panthers (7-6-5) uscdeighcsubstirucions 
in the game, y.rhilc Illinois Seate used 13. 
Nowak said thac his team's overall system of 
play did not change much in the game, but chat 
by playing so many players, ic gave the team a 
chance to be fresh. 
The win gives Eastern some added confidence 
going into Tuesday's first round Ohio Valley 
Conference fuse round game against Tenncsscc-
Martin at Lakeside Field. 
But Nowak warned about not lecting rhe 
win affect the team's preparation for Tuesday's 
do-or-die game against the Skyhawks. 
"'We've got to stay focused on the conference 
tourney," he said. 
